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Abstract
This study concerns development of a technology of utilizing metallic nanowires for a
sensing element in nanofluidic single molecular (nanoparticle) sensors formed in plastic
substrates to detect the translocation of single molecules through the nanochannel. We aimed
to develop nanofluidic single molecular sensors in plastic substrates due to their scalability
towards high through and low cost manufacturing for point-of-care applications. Despite
significant research efforts recently on the technologies and applications of nanowires, using
individual nanowires as electric sensing element in nanofluidic bioanalytic devices has not
been realized yet. This dissertation work tackles several technical challenges involved in this
development, which include reduction of nanowire agglomerates in the deposition of individual
nanowires on a substrate, large scale alignment/assembly of metallic nanowires, placement of
single nanowires on microelectrodes, characterization of electrical conductance of single
nanowire, bonding of a cover plate to a substrate with patterned microelectrodes and nanowire
electrodes. Overcoming the abovementioned challenges, we finally demonstrated a nanofluidic
sensor with an in-plane nanowire electrode in poly(methyl methacrylate) substrates for sensing
single biomolecules.
In the first part of this study, we developed the processes for separation and large-scale
assembly of individual NiFeCo nanowires grown using an electrodeposition process inside a
porous alumina template. A method to fabricate microelectrode patterns on plastic substrates
using flexible stencil masks was developed. We studied electrical and magnetic properties of
new composite core-shell nanowires by measuring the electrical transport through individual
nanowires. The core-shell nanowires were composed of a mechanically stable FeNiCo core
and an ultrathin shell of a highly conductive Au gold (FeNiCo-Au nanowires).
In the second part of this study, we simulated the effects of the nanopore geometry on
the current drop signal of the translocation through a nanopore via finite element method using

vii

COMSOL. Using the above techniques, we developed for the fabrication and alignment of the
microelectrodes and nanowires, we studied the optimum conditions to integrate the transverse
nanoelectrode with the nanochannel on plastic substrates. The main challenge was to find the
conditions to embed the micro-/nanoelectrodes into the nanochannel substrate as well as the
nanochannel cover sheet.

viii

Introduction
General introduction
Since the early demonstration of a nanopore by Church group in 1995 to detect
individual polymer molecules [1], nanopore sensors have been developed as powerful tools to
interrogate signals from single molecules and particles with high-throughput [2]. Nanopore
sensors can be fabricated via a combination of established micro and nanomachining
techniques and connected to an electronic current measurement system for label free detection
of single molecules [3]. The nanopore sensors have been used to study physical properties of
DNA [4, 5], RNA [6], protein [7, 8] and single molecules [9, 10]. These studies play a crucial
role for various health care purposes such as detecting biomarkers linked to DNA linked to
epigenetic diseases [11], detecting disordered proteins to study multicellular functions [12] and
detecting the DNA base pairs composition for the study of diseases [13]. In this dissertation,
the term “nanoparticle” is used to refer to any single molecules including DNA, RNA, and
protein as well as traditional nanoparticles such as Au and Ag nanoparticles. The basic
operation of a nanopore sensor is to drive individual molecules through the nanopore by
applying a voltage to the electrolytic fluid chambers on either side of the nanopore and to record
variations of ionic current along the nanopore or transverse to the nanopore [14].
Current approaches to enhance the nanopore single molecular detection accuracy
include using the biological nanopores, changing the nanopore material, using ultrathin (< 1
nm) nanopores and nanopores measuring longitudinal and transverse currents. The biological
nanopores have small pore dimensions but they are fragile and limited in terms of the number
of times they can be used [13]. In terms of the nanopore material, nanopores formed in silicon
nitride coated with a lipid bilayer enhances the mechanical and electrical stability of the
transient current measurement. Even though they control the aggregation of the molecules
entering the nanopore, the large diameter of the coated nanopore and the high molecules
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translocation speed make it difficult to detect small molecules [15]. The ultrathin nanopores in
MoS2 or graphite are very powerful tools to increase the signal-to-noise ratio in transient current
measurements for single molecular detection. Beside their complicated fabrication process, the
high translocation speed through these nanopores, their lack of temporal resolution (the
resolution of signal variations versus time) and high electrical noise limit their application in
single molecular detection [16].
Contingent on which method is used, nanopore sensors can be divided into two types:
nanopore sensors measuring only the longitudinal ionic current and nanopore sensors
measuring both the longitudinal [5, 17, 18] and transverse currents [19-21]. The first type
sensors only record ionic current flowing through the electrode pair between two sides of the
nanopore (longitudinal electrodes) while the second type sensors also record the current
flowing through the second pair of electrodes that are formed transverse to the direction of
longitudinal electrode pair (transverse electrodes). According to a recent work on the
simultaneous transient current measurements of single molecular translocation with the two
types of electrodes [22], the transverse ionic current through the transverse electrodes shows
an ionic current spike instead of a current decrease in the longitudinal current by the blockage
of the nanopore by the nanoparticle. This might be explained by the capacitator behavior of the
transverse nanogap electrodes [22]. The ionic currents from the longitudinal and transverse
electrodes provided complimentary information on the molecular translocation and thus the
ability of simultaneously measuring ionic current with the longitudinal and transverse
electrodes would make it easier to differentiate molecules via the transient current peak
variations. The main challenges of current available examples of this nanopore type is the
difficulty in aligning the active sensing area of the transverse electrodes and nanopore sensing
region, the sensitivity of the transverse electrode to the orientation of the molecule, and high
speed of translocation through these nanopores [23].
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In addition to differentiate molecules via transient peak variations using nanopores, a
new sensing mechanism of detecting and differentiating single molecules via measuring timeof-flight (TOF) of the molecular translocation through two in-plane nanopores was introduced.
In order to enable measuring the TOF, two or more in-plane nanopores were integrated into a
nanochannel flight tube. The first example of this sensor type consisted of two stacked silicon
and silicon nitride nanopores separated with a micron size chamber in which the molecules can
be deviated from a straight path between the two nanopores. However, the existence of more
than one molecule inside the chamber causes overlap issues in reading signals from the second
nanopore. These cause errors in the measurement of the TOF using this sensor [24]. Integration
of the nanopores with a nanochannel provides the control over the translocation of the
nanoparticle [25] and makes it easier to measure the TOF of the nanoparticle between two
nanopores. Thus, in the second example the two nanopores were separated via a nanochannel
leading the molecules into a straight path between the two pores. However, the wide
nanochannel (~1 µm) cause overlap issues while the sensor is unable to discriminate between
the signals from each pore [26].
In order to solve the problems of the current nanopore sensors measuring TOFs of
molecules, a two nanopore sensor through a nanochannel flight tube has been developed and
demonstrated from my group (Prof. Park Laboratory of Mechanical Engineering, Louisiana
State University). The nanochannel flight tube between two in-plane nanopores (or double
nanopore-nanochannel) allows nanoparticles to travel between the two nanopores under high
electric field. The nanoscale electrokinetic behavior of molecules and the interaction between
the molecules and the wall of the nanochannel flight tube allow us to differentiate different
molecules via the TOF measurement.
A challenge occurring in the development of the TOF nanosensor is the difficulty in
identifying paired current transient peaks from the two in-plane nanopores during the
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translocation of single molecules. A proposed solution is the use of another in-plane electrode
placed between the two in-plane nanopores, which will allow us to apply different voltages and
distinguish the origin of the transient current signals between the two pores separately. This
allows a clear separation of the signals from each nanopore. Since the nanoelectrode has to
reside inside the nanochannel, a zero voltage difference (hence a constant electric field) will be
applied to the molecule at the intersection of the nanoelectrode with the nanochannel. While
the molecule is traveling inside the nanochannel flight tube, the constant electric field at this
location causes the molecule to drift. Consequently, using a micro or macroscale electrodes
between the two nanopores would cause a large drift region inside the flight tube and thus a
nanoscale electrode is required for this purpose.
On the other side, the integration of a nanoscale electrode into a nanofluidic device is
challenging and needs to overcome many technical hurdles. Depending on the fabrication
method, the nanowires based nanoelectrodes are divided into directly grown nanowires on the
final device and pre-grown nanowire. The current techniques of the first type (e.g. Electron
Beam Induces Deposition (EBID) [27]) allow a high controllability over the alignment of the
nanowires on the target substrate however these techniques are high cost, not compatible with
several fragile substrates (e.g. plastic), and unable to control the properties of the nanowires
similar to the ones of pre-grown nanowires. Even though the pre-grown nanowires provide a
facile and high throughput nanowire fabrication and enable one to control and change the
nanowire properties, they require separation of individual nanowires and placement and
alignment of the separated nanowires on desired locations of a substrate [28]. The high volume
alignment of the pre-grown nanowires is low cost and compatible with the substrates of
different materials but it is unable to place single nanowires (without the presence of other
nanowires) on the target [29]. Conversely, the single nanowire alignment techniques provide a
precise control over the translational and rotational alignment of the single nanowires. The
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main problem of the current available techniques of this type are incompatibility with the
fragile (e.g. plastic) substrates, disability to perform the alignment in ambient conditions
(require vacuum or liquid medium) and complexity of the methods [30].
This dissertation work develops technologies relevant to utilization of nanowires as the
sensing element in nanofluidic devices. Nanowires grown by electrochemical deposition into
nanoscale porous templates such as porous alumina and track-etched polycarbonate membrane
are mechanically and electrically more stable than the nanowires formed by various metal
deposition methods such as sputtering and e-beam evaporation. The technical challenges
include reduction of nanowire agglomerates in the deposition of individual nanowires on a
substrate, large scale alignment/assembly of metallic nanowires, placement of single nanowires
on microelectrodes, characterization of electrical conductance of single nanowire, bonding of
a cover plate to a substrate with patterned microelectrodes and nanowire electrodes.
Overcoming the abovementioned challenges, we finally demonstrated a nanofluidic sensor
with an in-plane nanowire electrode in poly(methyl methacrylate) substrates for sensing single
biomolecules.
This work also aims to develop the nanofluidic sensors in plastic substrates, which is
predicated by the availability of scalable nanomanufacturing modalities such as nanoimprint
lithography and other molding technologies. Polymer based nanopore device has low dielectric
loss factor, noise level, fabrication efficiency and size controllability than the silicon-based
devices. High rate production of such devices is a key to use of the developed nanosensors for
point-of-care and precision medicine applications. Despite the scalability of plastic nanofluidic
sensors, the incompatibility of soft plastic materials with many processing tools makes it very
difficult to use the nanowires as electrical sensing elements in the plastic device. Developing
technologies to use nanowires for plastic substrates also benefit many other applications where
nanoscale stable electrodes are required. Examples include flexible electronics and displays.
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Goals and objectives of this study
The primary goal of this study is to develop technologies needed to utilize nanowires
as sensing element in a nanochannel-based single molecular sensor formed in polymer
substrate. A testbed device designed to achieve the goal was a time-of-flight (TOF) nanosensor.
The schematics of this TOF nanosensor is shown in Figure 1.1. A nanochannel flight tube is
integrated with two in-plane nanopores and one additional transverse electrode formed between
the two in-plane nanopores. We name this new sensor design a “double nanopore-nanochannel
sensor.” Two sets of longitudinal ionic currents measured between the transverse electrode and
the respective inlet and outlet of the nanochannel device provide a TOF for single nanoparticle
translocation. We seek to develop a technology to use pre-grown nanowires by a template
method as a means of achieving low cost and high throughput manufacturing of the designed
sensor structure.

Figure 1.1. Schematics of the double nanopore-nanochannel sensor with transverse electrode

The technical objectives to achieve the goals of this study include:
1) Develop a technology to position and align pre-grown nanowires via a template method
into polymer nanochannel fluidic devices;
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2) Develop a technology to produce the testbed device in polymer substrate for ToF
measurements during the translocation of individual molecules and particles through the
nanochannel;
3) Optimize the design of the nanochannel-based single molecular sensors and their operation
conditions via numerical simulation of the ionic current for the translocation events. The
current drop occurring when a molecular or particle resides in the in-plane nanopore for
different designs and operational parameters, such as geometries of the nanopore and
nanochannel, ionic concentration, electrical potentials and etc., were simulated.
4) Demonstrate the ToF measurements for individual molecules and particles passing through
the nanochannel and study the electrophoretic properties of those molecules and particles.
In continuation of this dissertation, Chapter 2 introduces the literature survey about the
fundamentals of the electrokinetics and fabrication of double nanopore-nanochannel sensors
with transverse electrodes. Chapter 3 introduces the assembly of the nanowires in parallel
patterns controlled by using a handmade electromagnet. Chapter 4 represents the fabrication of
microelectrodes to connect with nanowires. In Chapter 5, a technology to place nanowires to a
target microelectrode was developed to fabricate the assembled nanoelectrode and the electrical
properties of individual metallic nanowires were studied. Chapter 6 extends the study of the
nanowires properties to the magnetic nanowires. Chapter 7 provides the finite element
simulation of the interrogated transient current signals from the double nanopore-nanochannel
sensor and analyzed the effects of the nanopore geometry on the current drop signal from the
translocation of a nanoparticle through the nanopore. In Chapter 8 is shown the demonstration
of the enclosed testbed device and its operation as nanofluidic device and detection of single
molecules. In Chapter 9, the summary of this dissertation work and the perspective future
works are given.
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Literature Survey
Introduction
This study concerns development of a new type of nanofluidic single molecular sensors
utilizing time-of-flight (ToF) measurements for the translocation of single molecules and
nanoparticles through the nanochannel. The testbed structure consists of a nanochannel,
microfluidic networks and transverse electrodes made of pre-grown metallic nanowires. We
seek for low cost fabrication technologies of the proposed devices where nanoimprint
lithography is a technology to form nanofluidic structures and the ability of aligning and
positioning pre-grown nanowires is a key technology to form transverse electrodes. Developing
the proposed devices also requires understanding of electrokinetics of ionic solutions and
particles in a nanoscale confined structure. Therefore, diverse fields of knowledge are required
to develop this new type of single molecular sensors, which includes fundamentals to
electrokinetics, synthesis and alignment of nanowires, as well as various micro and
nanofabrication techniques. This chapter summarizes the literature survey on those topics. It
should be noted that the term “nanoparticles” used in this chapter comprises all the biological
single molecules such as DNAs, proteins and mononucleotides in addition to the conventional
nanoscale organic/inorganic particles such as Au nanoparticles.

Nanofluidic single molecular sensors
2.2.1. Nanopore sensing for next generation DNA sequencing
Characterization and quantification of nanoparticles is a vital task for biosensing
applications including drug discovery and curing diseases [31]. Subjects including accuracy,
reliability and speed are crucial in the advancement of the techniques to study the nanoparticles
[32]. The driving motivation for the invention of a fast, reliable and inexpensive technique to
study nanoparticles has been the ability to perform DNA sequencing [31, 33]. DNA sequencing
is to determine the order of DNA nucleotides and it is used to recognize the characteristics of
living cells [34].
8

The traditional Sanger’s sequencing method used DNA synthesis to label the single
nucleotides by (dideoxynucleotide triphosphates (ddNTPs)) chain terminators to determine the
DNA sequences [35]. Developments in these methods provided broad achievements in DNA
barcoding and for the identification of each DNA types including bacterial, fungi and plant
[36]. However, they can sequence the samples separately, which does not have enough
throughput for the complicated natural samples containing different types of DNA samples.
Sequencing the thousands of DNA samples in the environmental samples requires the parallel
sequencing ability which is beyond the ability of the traditional methods [36].
Huge efforts have been made to find alternative methods for faster and high throughput
DNA sequencing [37-39]. These methods are divided into two main groups: Sequencing by
synthesis and nanopore sequencing [34]. The first method uses the ability of DNA polymerase
enzyme to label each nucleotide and to read the DNA sequences. This method requires
fluorescent labelling for readout the single nucleotides. The main advantage of using
fluorescent labelling is the high sensitivity that it offers due to the emission of multiple photons
during photobleaching. The problem with this method is that the label should be destroyed to
continue the successful reading. In addition, the contamination error of the nucleotides has been
addressed in this method. Another disadvantage of this method is that a large label may inhibit
the correct reading from the nucleotide. Finally, the reaction between the oxidized fluorescein
and other molecules may destroy the structure of the fluorescein which induces additional error
in the sequencing [40]. Nanopore sensing has drawn significant interest as a next generation
sequencing platform because it provides a label-free, amplification-free and single molecular
sensing approach [41]. Several excellent review papers regarding nanopore sensors can be
found in [4, 41-45]. The nanopore sensor utilizes the variations of electrical conductance
between two sides of a nanopore filled by an electrolyte solution. The blockage during the
translocation of a molecule or particle through the nanopore produces the variations (either
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drops and increases depending on the experimental conditions) in the electrical conductance,
which are used as molecular signatures. Both natural nanopores [46] and synthetic nanopores
[47] have been used. The nanopore sensors have demonstrated the ability to identify DNA
molecules of different lengths via the magnitude and duration of the blockade current peaks
[48].
The main problem in obtaining the sequence information of DNA molecules with
nanopore sensors is the high speed of the DNA molecule (~ 1 nucleotide per microsecond) [41]
during the translocation through the nanopore which makes it difficult to distinguish the small
changes in the ionic current by the presence of different mononucleotides [49]. Various efforts
have been given to slow down the translocation of DNA molecules through the nanopore,
which includes the incorporation of an enzyme into the nanopore [50-53], end termination of
DNA with DNA hairpins and the use of positively charged residues in the nanopore as
molecular brakes [54]. Despite such efforts, many challenges remain to be resolved to develop
the nanopore sensor for enable sequencing by introducing the large genomic fragments such as
DNAs into nanopores.
An alternative strategy to introducing large genomic fragments in nanopore sensing has
been proposed, in which large genomic fragments such as DNAs are first cleaved by a highly
processive exonuclease, the cleaved nucleotides are successively driven to the nanopore, and
the individual nucleotides are detected by their ionic current variations [5]. It has been
demonstrated using an aminocyclodextrin-modified α-haemolysin nanopore that the four
mononucleotides can be distinguished using ionic current under optimized conditions [55]. The
results indicate that a nanopore platform has the ability to decode the various long nucleic acids
using a high throughput label free technique.
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2.2.2. Nanopore sensing with transverse electrodes
The nanopore sensors with transverse electrodes is a promising platform to detect single
nanoparticles by measuring the transverse current [56]. Transverse electrodes are formed
perpendicular to the passage of nanoparticles in the plane of the nanopore membrane. The basic
idea of the nanopore sensor with transverse electrode is to translocate a nanoparticle inside an
ionic solution through the nanopore using the electric field applied to the nanoparticle by the
macroscopic (longitudinal) electrodes on either side of the nanopore. This is followed by
characterizing the nanoparticle by measuring the current blockage (resistive pulse) with the
longitudinal electrodes and transverse nanoelectrodes simultaneously. The pair of
nanoelectrodes are called sensing electrodes and this method is called transverse sensing [57].
The advantage of this method is that the motion of the nanoparticle can be stabilized
between the transverse electrodes by applying a transverse electric field larger than the one
applied by the longitudinal electrodes. This helps to decrease the noise on the current signal to
a point that the current variations from the translocation of the nanoparticles are distinguishable
from the noise although they still overlap each other [21]. In addition, surface modification of
the metal transverse electrodes using a chemical reagent is an approach used to control the
nanoparticle translocation speed and increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the transverse
electrode with tunneling signal [58]. Another advantage is the control over the coupling
between the nanoparticle and transverse electrodes by changing the material of the transverse
electrode [59]. However, the ability to differentiate the nanoparticles does not obviously
increase by the size of the nanopore or the strength of the transverse electric field. Also using
the transverse electrodes does not dramatically change the stability of the ionic current through
the nanopore or the properties of the nanoparticle translocation [59].

2.2.3. Double nanopore sensing with transverse electrode
The double nanopore sensor with transverse electrodes consists of two nanopores
separated by a micro or nanochannel and transverse electrodes integrated into the nanopores.
11

The double nanopore sensor can hold the nanoparticle inside the spacing between the two
nanopores and controllably release them with a voltage pulse. Another advantage of using the
double nanopore sensor is that, since each of the nanopores operates as a separate resistive
pulse sensor, the information collected from the translocation of each nanoparticle is doubled.
Moreover, the interconnection between the two signals from the two nanopores provides
additional information about the dynamics of the nanoparticle translocation. For example, the
time required for the nanoparticle to travel between the two nanopores determines the time-offlight (TOF). TOF is analyzed to identify the mobility, drift and the diffusion of the
nanoparticle inside the nanopores during the nanoparticle translocation. However, the
deficiency of the double nanopore is the disability to determine the correlation between the two
current blockage signals from the translocation of a nanoparticle that moves fast between the
two nanopores. Therefore it is hard to distinguish between such nanoparticles or to determine
the nanoparticle dynamic information [24, 60].
The double nanopore sensor is also used in trapping and ejection of the nanoparticles.
This makes it a flexible analysis and reaction chamber that acts like an artificial cell.
Nevertheless, the number of nanoparticles inside the chamber increases linearly during the
trapping phase while this number decreases exponentially during the ejection phase. This
problem happens because of the interaction of the nanoparticles inside the chamber [61].

2.2.4. Nanopore vs. nanochannel sensors
The nanopore sensors provide an effective method to characterize single molecules
including DNA, RNA, proteins, etc. with small amounts of samples and without the
requirement for preparation of the sample [62]. In addition, the characterization can be
performed with high sensitivity (signal to noise ratio) while there are a large number of
contaminants in the sample. However, the pore dimensions should be designed precisely based
on the size of the nanoparticle. Thus, the nanopore blockage makes a detectable decrease in the
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ionic current during the translocation of nanoparticle. Another disadvantage of the nanopore
sensors is the requirement to decrease the speed of the nanoparticle which makes it difficult to
differentiate various types of nanoparticles [62].
Nanochannel based bioanalytic devices can be an alternative for the nanopore based
devices to detect and characterize the nanoparticles [25]. The fabrication and integration of a
nanochannel into the lab-on-chip devices is simpler than the nanopore and it has lower noise
level in the translocation experiment. However, the current baseline of the translocation
experiment for a nanochannel is higher than the one for a nanopore, which makes it more
difficult to detect single nanoparticles with an only nanochannel, based devices.
We would like to use the nanochannel structure because the nanochannel provides the
control over the translocation of the nanoparticle [25] and makes it easier to direct the
nanoparticle to a vertical nanopore. In addition, the nanochannel between the two nanopore in
the double nanopore-nanochannel testbed works as a flight tube for the nanoparticle which
makes it easier for the nanoparticle to travel between the two nanopores without being deviated
before entering the nanopore.

2.2.5. Fabrication challenges for nanopore and nanochannel sensors with
transverse electrodes
The current fabrication methods for drilling the nanopore and nanochannels on silicon
based materials (e.g. silicon nitride/silicon oxide) mostly use electron/ion beam lithography
and subsequent pore size control with TEM/SEM facilities [63]. These methods can be
combined with reactive ion etching and wet etching to fabricate pyramid-shape nanopores
down to 20 nm [64]. However, the small pores with the diameters lower than 50 nm contract if
a high electron beam intensity (around 105 to 107 Am-2) is used. Also the pores higher than 80
nm in diameter expand in the presence of the high electron beam intensity [64].
Using the nanopores and nanochannels in silicon-based materials for the translocation
of nanoparticles is a high cost and low throughput method. Efforts on using an efficient
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fabrication process were done by replicating the nanopore and nanochannel structure into
polymer based materials using the standard nanoimprint lithography process [65]. However, to
make a closed nanochannel and nanopore structure to introduce fluids is the challenge of using
this method. Using the temporary bonding of poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or thermal
bonding between the polymers are the common methods to seal the nanochannel and nanopore
[65].
There are a few methods reported in the literature to fabricate nanogap transverse
electrodes on a nanopore structure. These methods include photolithography on metal
deposited film and electron beam lithography [66]. In the first technique, metal nanogaps as
short as 20 nm were achieved. However, this type of tunneling electrodes was unable to detect
enough number of events from the translocations through the nanopore. Although the nanogap
transverse electrodes fabricated by the second technique show a better functionality than the
first technique, the fabrication method is not high throughput and requires well control over
the deposition process [66].

2.2.6. Nanoimprint lithography for nanochannel sensors
Nanoimprint lithography to make the nanochannel sensor on poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) is classified into two: 1. UV nanoimprint lithography which replicates the mold
pattern into a UV curable resist. 2. Thermal nanoimprint lithography where the mold pattern is
transferred into thermoplastic polymers such as PMMA [67]. Both imprinting methods have
wide applications in fabricating the high aspect and large area structures including nanofluidics.
By using thermal imprinting and thermal bonding process, sealed nanochannels can be
achieved for nanofluidic applications. Most molds or stamps for nanoimprint lithography have
been fabricated in Si via high-ends nanofabrication tools. However, Si stamps often lead to
demolding problems in replicating to the UV curable resist or thermoplastic polymer. One
method to reduce the demolding problem is the use of resin stamps. The low Young’s modulus
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of the resin stamp reduces the demolding force significantly. Examples of resin stamps are
Polyurethane acrylate (PUA), tri-propylene-glycol-diacrylate (TPGDA). PUA is a commercial
photoresist which has a higher viscosity. However, the TPGDA has good release properties
and low viscosity [67].

Nanowires as sensing element
Nanowires are 1-D structures with nanometer size diameters that reveal distinctive
physical properties including high current conductivity, sensitivity and performance.
Therefore, nanowires are great candidates for novel sensors and nanoelectrodes [68].
Two main methods to produce metallic nanowires in high throughput include the use
of solution chemistry, i.e. a reduction reaction of metallic precursors in the presence of
surfactants to achieve anisotropic growth [69-71], and the use of electrodeposition in a porous
template such as alumina and track etched polycarbonate to guide the one-dimensional growth
[72-74]. The second method is high throughput and has a higher control over the electrical and
mechanical properties of the nanowires. However, in order to utilize the pre-grown nanowires
via the template method, the template has to be dissolved in the following step and the released
nanowires in solution need to be positioned to desired locations of a substrate surface.
There are two main challenges in utilizing pre-grown, individual nanowires as a sensing
component for lab-on-chip devices: first, pre-grown nanowires tend to agglomerate in solution
after dissolving from their template and, second, the dissolved nanowires take random positions
and orientations when deposited on a substrate surface [75].
In this study, we focus on the electromechanical properties of the metallic and magnetic
nanowire nanoelectrodes based on their composition and fabricating the transverse
nanoelectrodes using pre-grown nanowires, seeking for high throughput fabrication protocols
for the sensors. The challenges include selection of the nanowire electrodes optimized
composition, precise alignment and placement of the nanowire on a target substrate, produce a
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nanogap into the nanowire, and connect the nanowire electrodes to microelectrodes to extract
electrical signals from the sensors.

2.3.1. Metallic nanowire electrodes optimized compositions
Metal nanowires are great choices as electrodes for electronic devices such as touch
screens and light emitting diodes (LED) because of their high surface to volume ratio and
enriched electrons and protons surface scattering [76]. Silver nanowires have ideal electrical
properties for display applications such as low resistance to transparency ratio. However, they
are highly expensive to be used in large scale [77]. Although copper nanowires have relatively
ideal electrical properties and price, they are prone to oxidation and chemical corrosion which
can results in degradation of the nanowire conductivity [78].
In order to enhance the electrical and mechanical properties of the abovementioned
homogeneous nanowires, core-shell nanowires are introduced. Core-shell nanowires have the
ability to incorporate the properties of more than one component and allow various
combinations of the core and shell in the nanowires. For example, core-shell Co3O4-NiO
nanowires have higher structural stability and electrical conductivity than the CoOx nanowires.
While these properties allows them to be used lithium-ion batteries and chemical sensing
applications the high surface roughness of the NiO shell is a limitation of these core-shell
nanowires [79]. Another example is the core-shell Pd-Pt nanowires that reveal improved
morphological and chemical properties because of the higher oxygen reduction reaction than
the pure Pd nanowires. Conversely, the mass specific activity of the Pd-Pt nanowries is highly
dependent on the Pd nanowire surface treatment before depositing the Pt shell which hinders
the fabrication control of the core-shell nanowires properties [80]. The Te-Bi or Te/Bi2Te3
nanowires have enhanced thermoelectric properties compared to the pure Bi nanowires in terms
of increased Seebeck coefficient and decreased thermal conductivity. However, the lowered
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electrical conductivity of the core-shell nanowires results in their reduced thermoelectric power
(ZT or figure of merit=0.05) [81].

2.3.2. Magnetic nanowire electrodes optimized compositions
Several critical applications including recording devices, magnetic sensors and
magneto-optic devices require magnetic nanowires with enhanced mechanical and
electromagnetic properties. Similar for the metallic nanowires, the heterogeneous core-shell
nanowires exhibit enhanced functionalities.
Three layer NiFe-Cu-NiFe nanowires with two shells and a core have reduced
saturation magnetization than the bulk NiFe nanowires since the shell material decreases the
total magnetization of the nanowire. However, the outer layer of the nanowire is vulnerable to
oxidation while predicting the electromagnetic behavior of the three-layer nanowire is very
complicated [82]. The In2O3-NiMnGa core-shell nanowires reveal dislocations in the boundary
between the core and shell by inducing a magnetic field which can be used to control various
mechanical properties of the nanowires. Additionally, the ferromagnetic shell combined with
the antiferromagnetic core controls further unidirectional magnetic anisotropy. High
amorphous nature and relatively low ferromagnetic property of the nanowire compared to
NiMnGa shell are the downsides of these nanowires [83]. The electromagnetic properties of
the core-shell Ag-Fe3O4 nanowires can be controlled by either increasing the thickness of the
Fe3O4 to enhance the ferromagnetic property or increasing the silver core thickness to increase
the nanowire electrical conductivity. It is worthwhile to mention that the high price of the silver
core together with the high contact resistance of the Ag-Fe3O4 nanowires reduce their cost
efficiency for commercial electronic applications [84].

2.3.3. Alignment and placement of the nanowires
Integrating the nanowires in a defined orientation and location is a hard task because of
the lack of an accurate alignment and placement technique for single nanowires. There have
been efforts to placing individual nanowires on designed locations [85-91]. Such efforts can be
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categorized into two types: large-scale assembly and single-nanowire manipulation techniques
[92].
The large-scale assembly involves the arrangement of a group of nanowires on a large
substrate [85-88]. This assembly process requires manipulation and deposition of nanowires.
Assembly of nanowires by shear forces is one of the methods in this group [93-95]. This
method utilizes the motion of a surface or liquid in opposition to the motion of another surface
or liquid to create the shear force. The generated force induces the orientation of the nanowires
toward the force direction on the substrate or inside the liquid. An example of this method is
using the fluid flow inside a microfluidic channel to create the shear force and align the
nanowires [94]. The advantage of this method is the ability to control the number of aligned
nanowires with changing the flow rate inside the microfluidics. The drawback of this method
is the disability of an accurate control of the alignment and positioning of the nanowires [8588]. Another method of this group uses the magnetic field to direct magnetic nanowires inside
a solution dropped on a substrate [94, 96]. The direction of nanowires is defined by the direction
of the magnetic field which assembles the nanowires in the form of a chain structure (head of
each connected to the tail of the other). The benefit of using this method is the ability to produce
several designs of connected nanowires by using micron level magnets; nevertheless, such
magnets require costly fabrication processes. Another disadvantage of this method is that the
nanowire should include a material that can be manipulated by the magnetic field [89-91, 9799].
Single-nanowire manipulation is performed inside an SEM chamber in vacuum
condition and is composed of a setup to handle and place the nanowire on a target substrate
[92]. Robotic manipulation is one of the methods of this group that consists of pick up and
placement processes. In the pick-up process, a tungsten tip (as an end effector) is brought into
contact with a nanowire on a carrier substrate. Electron beam deposition of platinum is used to
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stiffen the connection between the tip and the nanowire after the contact. Then, the nanowire
is picked up and aligned to the target substrate for the placement process. The placement
process is achieved either by small structures on the target substrate to receive the nanowire by
adhesion force or the deposition of platinum using the electron beam [100-104]. The advantage
of this method is the fundamental reproducibility of the process and the ability to make a
reliable electrical connection between the nanowire and the target substrate by the metal
deposition. However, the problem of this method is the malfunction of the electronic switches
after several processes due to the SEM chamber contamination [92]. Another method of this
group uses an electrothermal microgripper to pick up the nanowire from the carrier substrate
and place it on the target substrate. The pick up process consists of the approach of the
mictrogripper to the nanowire, gripping and detachment of the nanowire by applying shear
force. The nanowire is then placed on the target substrate by opening the microgripper followed
by the deposition of platinum to weld the nanowire to the substrate. This method is capable of
detachment of a pre-grown nanowire, handling and placement of the nanowire on a target
substrate. However, the challenging alignment of microgripper to the nanowire in three
dimensions and the low speed of the alignment process are the downsides of using this method
[105, 106].

2.3.4. Nanogap formation in nanowire electrodes
Producing a nanogap in transverse nanowire electrodes especially for the gap size
below 5 nm is a challenging task [107]. Some efforts have been given to produce such
structures with controlled nanogap spacing [108-112]. Among various methods, the following
three approaches to form nanogaps are relevant to this study: mechanical break junction [108,
109], focused ion beam (FIB) [110, 111, 113] and chemical etching [112, 114, 115].
In the mechanical break junction method, a nanowire with indentation is constrained to
a flexible substrate [108]. An adjustable fracture occurs at the indentation by bending the
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substrate that is controlled by a piezoelectric setup. The process requires low temperature and
high vacuum conditions. The advantages of this method are stability and the controllability of
the nanogap size (even during the operation) without polluting the gap. The problem with this
method is the incompatibility with complicated nanosensor devices due to the limitation of
piezoelectric components. Moreover, this method is not suitable for fabricating more than one
nanoelectrodes and relatively large gaps [108].
The focused ion beam (FIB) is used as another method to insert a nanogap into the
nanowire [110, 111, 113]. A nanogap in the order of 50 nm has been achieved by cutting the
nanowire using FIB. The FIB has a minimum diameter of 5-20 nm which makes it suitable to
insert nanogaps into the nanowire with high reproducibility and speed without using a mask.
The method can be combined with the electron beam lithography to obtain nanogaps in the
order of 20 nm [113]. However, the beam diameter is so large that it is difficult to produce
nanogaps less than 10 nm [113].
Chemical etching of multisegmented metallic nanowires is another method to insert a
nanogap into the nanowire [112, 114, 115]. A multisegmented nanowire is composed of several
segments with different materials that are deposited electrochemically into a template. In the
deposition process, the length of each segment can be controlled. Therefore, a segment of the
nanowire with the size of the target nanogap is fabricated from a sacrificial layer that is
removable by the wet chemical etching. The removed segment creates a nanogap into the
nanowire with a desired length that is controlled by the electrodeposition process. The benefit
of using this method is the ability of mass production (about one billion in an experiment) of
multisegmented nanowires with controllable nanogap sizes. The disadvantage of this method
is using the chemical etching process that may modify the properties of the materials of the
segments near the nanogap [115].
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2.3.5. Fabrication of microelectrode
In order to serve as sensing elements, nanowires placed in nanochannel sensors have to
be connected to external electrodes. Thus, fabrication of microelectrodes and the connection to
the nanowires are important fabrication steps. Microelectrode arrays have been widely used in
electric, optical, and biosensing applications due to their superior properties including tiny size,
huge current density and small background charging [116-118].
A variety of fabrication protocols have been developed for microelectrodes, which
include photolithography techniques [119], electrochemical techniques [120], microcontact
printing [121].
This study focuses on fabrication of nanochannel sensors in polymer substrate.
Therefore, one prerequisite for the fabrication of microelectrodes is the compatibility with
polymer substrate. The fabrication methods for microelectrodes compatible with polymer
substrate include photolithography [122, 123] and UV directed electroless plating [124, 125].
In the photolithography, the microelectrode arrays are patterned into a photoresist using
the conventional lithography process [123]. This is followed by the deposition of an adhesion
layer into the microelectrode arrays to improve the attachment of the electrode layer to the
substrate. Finally, the electrode material is deposited and the photoresist is lifted off. Another
lithography process can be added to pattern an insulating layer on the fabricated
microelectrodes. The main benefit of using this method is the control over the dimension and
shape of the microelectrode arrays based on the application requirements. The downside of
using such microelectrodes is the high cost of the fabrication process and the limitation in the
application of such microelectrodes in electrochemical reactions [123].
The UV directed electroless plating uses the chemical modifications resulted by the UV
exposure to a polymer substrate through an arbitrary photomask to incorporate the
microelectrode arrays in the substrate [124, 125]. This is followed by a series of chemical
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reactions to form the seed particles inside the microeletrode arrays and fabricate the
microelectrodes by the electroless plating. The advantages of using this method are the accurate
dimensions and favorable electrical properties of the microelectrode arrays. The disadvantage
of this method is the weak adhesion of the microelectrodes to the substrate. The annealing helps
to improve such problem; however, the annealing temperature is limited for the
microelectrodes on the polymer substrates [125].

Electrokinetics in nanoscale confinement
Electrokinetics refers to the concept of using electric fields to generate motion of ionic
fluids and suspended charged particles inside the ionic fluids. The electrokinetics is one of the
most favorable methods in driving nanoparticles through nanopores and nanochannels because
of the large electric field present inside the constricted regions. Both DC and AC can be used
to drive nanoparticles. However, most of nanopore and nanochannel sensing utilizes DC.
Therefore, we will focus on the DC electrokinetics, the main phenomena of which include the
electrical double layer (EDL), electroosmosis and electrophoresis [126].

2.4.1. Classic theory of electrical double layer
The solid surfaces in the proximity of ionic solution obtain surface charge that in turn
causes the surface to attract counterions and repel coions. This results in forming a thin layer
mostly consist of counterions in the local area close to the surface that is called Electrical
Double Layer (EDL) [126]. Figure 2.1 shows the ionic layers in the EDL.

Figure 2.1. Schematics of the ions distribution in the EDL [126, 127]
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In this figure, the electric potential of the bulk solution and the surface are ϕbulk and ϕs,

respectively. The EDL consists of two layers namely stern and diffuse layers. The Debye length
(λD) characterizes the EDL thickness. The stern layer is close to the surface and the ions are
immobilized in this layer. The layer above the stern layer is the diffuse layer in which the ions
move freely. The shear plane separates the stern and diffuse layers. The electric potential
difference between the shear plane and the bulk solution is called zeta potential (ζ). The electric
potential and ionic flux within the diffuse layer obey the Poisson and Nernst-Plank equations,
respectively.
Several methods are designed to control the electrokinetic transport in
micro/nanofluidics by tuning the parameters inside the electrical double layer [128-130]. One
of these methods uses the applied potential (gate potential) by a field effect transistor (FET)
inside the micro/nanochannel walls to control the electrokinetic transport of the nanoparticle
inside the ionic fluid by changing the solid/liquid interface potential. The charged surface of
the channel walls by the gate potential causes redistribution of ionic concentration inside the
channel. The simulation study of these phenomena showed the control over the ionic
concentration and zeta potential inside the EDL. However, the ionic concentration and electric
potential are considered uniformly distributed along the surface and the particles’ motion is not
considered in this simulation [131].
2.4.2. Electroosmosis
Applying an electric field to the EDL induces a motion to the ions due to the migration
of the counterions toward the electrode with opposite charge parallel to the electric field. This
is called elecrtroosmosis and the fluid motion is called electroosmotic flow. The electrokinetic
force applied to the ions can be calculated based on the coulomb’s law and the fluid motion
obeys the Navier-Stokes equation [126]. Several fluid flows with the focus on mixing
enhancement [132, 133], local dispersion control [134] and dynamic flow control [135] can be
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generated by controlling the gate potential along the EDL. The numerical simulation of the
electroosmotic flow along the gate potential on a planar surface showed the variations of the
flow velocity by changing the gate potential [136]. Based on this simulation, in the absence of
gate potential the electroosmotic flow has a quick growth inside the EDL and has a constant
value outside the EDL (in the bulk zone). In such condition, the zeta potential is uniform and
the electroosmotic flow is constant along the flow direction. Applying a negative potential to
the gate center results in a non-uniform zeta potential and an electroosmotic flow conjugate
with the initial electroosmotic flow. Finally, a positive gate potential induces an electroosmotic
flow that is reverse to the initial electroosmotic flow near the gated surface. This simulation
has the ability to study the uniform and nonuniform zeta potential induced by the gate potential;
however, it is unable to simulate the vortices induced by the reverse flow [136].
Another simulation study tries to investigate the effects of electroosmotic flow on the
transport of a nanoparticle inside a nanopore [137]. The results of this study shows that a
negative gate potential attracts positive ions near the nanopore; therefore, the electroosmotic
flow is opposite to the direction of nanoparticle’s motion that slows the nanoparticle down. A
positive gate potential applies an electroosmotic flow compliant to the direction of
nanoparticle’s motion. Also, under a certain gate potential, the nanoparticle can be trapped
inside the nanopore. The advantage of this simulation is the ability to predict the direction of
the induced electroosmotic flow with respect to the nanoparticle’s motion. Using the axial
symmetry and the neglecting the fluid rotation is the disadvantage of this simulation study
[137].
2.4.3. Electrophoresis
The translocation of charged nanoparticles under an external electric field inside an
ionic solution is called electrophoresis. In another word, the charged surface of the
electroosmosis is converted to mobile for the electrophoresis. The velocity of the nanoparticle
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has a linear relationship with both particle’s mobility and the external applied electric field.
The mobility of the particle under electrophoretic force is calculated from HelmholtzSmoluchowski law for the small zeta potential and Huckel law for the large zeta potential in
the equilibrium of EDL [126]. The electrophoretic force applied from the external electric field
in the nanopore axial direction is included in the aforementioned simulation of a nanoparticle
inside a nanopore. This simulation is able to calculate the velocity of the nanoparticle regarding
the driving electrophoretic force and resistive electroosmotic force. The results show that the
negatively charged nanoparticles migrate in the nanopore reverse to the direction of the applied
electric field. However the disadvantage of this simulation is neglecting the nanoparticle
rotation because of the simplicity purposes [137].
A more complicated simulation study tries to control the nanoparticle dynamics inside
a conical nanopore by changing the electroosmotic and electrophoretic forces and applied
external pressure on the ionic fluid surrounding a charged nanoparticle [138]. This simulation
shows the dependence of the electrophoretic and electroosmotic forces on the nanoparticle and
the nanopore charges, respectively. Therefore, the two forces increase with different rates by
increasing the external electric field while the pressure remained constant for all simulations.
This simulation is successful to calculate the nanoparticle velocity based on the sum of applied
forces under low applied external electric fields. However, these results have huge
discrepancies from the experimental results at high electric fields. This is because of the
disability of the simulation in considering inhomogeneous electric field, nanoparticle-nanopore
interaction and nanoparticles diffusion [138].
2.4.4. Simulation of electrokinetic behavior in nanoscale confinement
The physics used to model simulate the electrokinetic behavior in nanopore and
nanochannels include the fluid dynamics of water along with the ion transfer of the KCl
solution, electrostatic voltage and current of the external electrical circuit connected to the ionic
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solution. Equation (4) shows the Navier-Stokes equations in 3D space. The Navier-Stokes
equation was used to simulate the fluid (water) flow in nanochannel with low velocities.
u∇u =

1
(−∇p + η∇ u − F(
ρ

z c )∇Φ)

(1)

In which, u, ρ, ∇, p, η, Φ and F were the velocity vector, density of the fluid (water),

gradient vector, pressure of the fluid, viscosity of the fluid, electric potential and Faraday’s
constant, respectively. In this equation, ρ × u∇u and ∇p represented the inertia term and
external pressure applied to the ionic fluid and η∇ u was the force induced by the viscosity of
the fluid. In addition, F(∑ z c )∇Φ was the electroosmotic force applied to the fluid in which
zi and ci were the charge of the species “i” (K or Cl), respectively [138].
Equation (5) represented the Nernst-Plank equations used to simulate the ion transfers
in the fluid because of the applied electric field.
J = (−D ∇c −

Fz
D c ∇Φ + c u)
R T

(2)

Where Ji and Di were the ion flux vector and diffusion coefficient of species i. RMT and

T were the molar thermal resistance and the absolute temperature of the medium (KCl
solution). The three terms on the right side of this equation represented the ionic flux caused
by the diffusion, migration and convection of the ions. In addition, J , c , Φ and u were
quantities that depend on the position of the fluid.
Equation (6) showed the last constraint, the Poisson equation.
∇ Φ=−

F
ε

zc

(3)

Where ɛ was the permittivity or dielectric constant of the KCl solution. The Poisson

equation correlates the electric potential profile to the ionic distribution.
Efforts have been made to simulate the effects of the non-uniform surface charge of the
nanopore wall on the ionic current for nanopores [139-141]. The results of the simulation show
that the non-uniform surface charges influence the concentration of the ions at the tip of the
nanopore, which changes the ionic current. This becomes more important when the ionic
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concentration decreases. Although this simulation was able to predict the effects of the nonuniform surface charge of the nanopore on the ionic current, it was unable to consider the
convective ionic current [139]. Another simulation studies the effect of surface charge of the
nanoparticle on its translocation through a cylindrical nanopore [142]. This simulation predicts
the effects of non-uniform surface charge of the nanoparticle on the local ionic concentration
and electric potential. The results also predict the electrophoretic motion of the nanoparticle
based on the non-uniform surface charge of the nanoparticle. Because of the electroosmotic
flow surrounding the nanoparticle with non-uniform surface charge, the motion of the
nanoparticle mostly becomes independent from the viscous force. The weakness of this
simulation is the assumption of momentum, mass and electrostatic transport as almost steady
phenomena [142].
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Reduction of Agglomeration of Nanowires
Introduction
Nanowires are an important device component in lab-on-chip applications. In
particular, metallic nanowires have great potential to be used as electrical sensing components
for biosensors [31, 143] to convoy the measured electric signals from biomaterials to the
macroscale world. The common method to produce metallic nanowires in high throughput is
to grow inside a nanopore template using electrodeposition [144]. The template has to be
removed from the grown nanowires by dissolving in an etching solution, followed by a
separation step by centrifugation. In the next step, the nanowire-dispersed solution is deposited
on a substrate surface in order to place individual nanowires at designated locations. For
biosensing applications long nanowires are desired from the integration point of view because
it will be easier to connect the nanowires to micro to macroscale external electrodes. There are
two major problems in achieving long, individual nanowires on a surface: first, a significant
portion of long nanowires break during the separation process and, second, nanowires are
agglomerated during the separation and deposition processes. Despite the demonstration of
placing individual nanowires at designated locations in the literature [145], the problem of
nanowire agglomeration in the separation and deposition processes still remained unsolved in
most of the practical use of nanowires.
Several approaches have been proposed to reduce the agglomeration problem of
nanowires after the electrodeposition process. Intense stirring, shear mixing or sonication [146148] is one of the methods that uses energy to separate the agglomerated nanowires. This
method helps dissolving the nanowires template, however, the nanowires break to shorter
lengths while colliding to each other, stirrer blade or the walls of the container. Using a
surfactant to maintain the nanowires separated after dissolving their template is another way to
solve the problem [147]. Using the surfactant more than the critical micelle concentration
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makes the nanowires repel each other and be stable in their solution [149]. Since the
agglomeration of nanowires happen because of the high surface tension of water in many cases
[150], supercritical CO2 drying can be used to increase the hydrophobicity and prevent the
agglomeration of the nanowires at the same time [151]. Also, a solvent can be used during the
growth of the nanowires to increase their hydrophobicity. This will prevent the growth and
agglomeration of the nanowires at the same time [152]. However, all of the abovementioned
methods only slightly reduce the nanowire agglomerates and thus it is still needed to develop
additional methods to further reduce this problem.
In this chapter, we present a new method to reduce the agglomeration of nanowires
during their deposition on a surface. This method utilizes an intermediate membrane coated on
the substrate where individual nanowires are deposited. Instead of depositing nanowire solution
on the substrate directly, the solution is deposited on the intermediate membrane, which will
act as a filter for nanowire agglomerates. During the lift-off of the intermediate membrane,
individual nanowires are re-suspended from the membrane surface and deposited on the
underlying substrate while a majority of nanowire agglomerates remain on the membrane
surface. Consequently, the fraction of individual nanowires to nanowire agglomerates increases
compared to the case without using the intermediate membrane.

Experiment
3.2.1. Fabrication of nanowires
Electrodeposited NiFeCo nanowires were fabricated by growing them in an alumina
template of 0.5 µm diameter. Details on the electrodeposition process can be found in our
previous work [153]. The target length of nanowires during electrodeposition was 30 µm. After
the growth of the nanowires, the alumina template was soaked in 2 M NaOH solution within a
shake couvette. The couvette was then shaken to enhance dissolution of the alumina template
from the grown nanowires. The solution was decanted and the nanowires were rinsed with
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NaOH, water and ethanol three times. Sonication was not used in our process in order to reduce
the breakage of nanowires.

3.2.2. Fabrication of the substrates
Si was used as a target substrate on which nanowires were deposited. For the
preparation of the intermediate membrane, a double resist layer was coated on the Si substrate
(1.5 cm × 1.5 cm.): first, a 1 µm thick dextran layer which serves a sacrificial layer and then a
2.47 µm thick polyurethane acrylate (PUA) layer as the membrane layer. On the membrane
surface, we formed parallel grooves with the width of 1.4 µm and period of 2.71 µm via
nanoimprint lithography. The microscale grooves were initially intended for capturing
individual nanowires over nanowire agglomerates in order to increase their separation
efficiency but due to the random orientation of the deposited nanowires the capture of
individual nanowires by microscale grooves did not seen to work.

3.2.3. Deposition of the nanowires
For the deposition of nanowires, a sample of 10 µL was taken from the bottom part of
the couvette and dispensed on the Si surface (as reference) or on the intermediate membrane
formed on the Si substrate. A same couvette with a constant density of nanowires was used for
all samples to maintain the number density of nanowires in the deposited drops. In order to
study the effect of the tilt angle on the separation of individual nanowires, the substrate was
tilted when we deposited the nanowire solution on the substrate. The tilt angle was defined an
angle formed between the substrate surface and the horizontal axis. Six different angles were
selected and each substrate was oriented with a certain angle during the deposition of
nanowires. After the deposition, the membranes were detached by dissolving the underlying
dextran sacrificial layer in DI water. After drying the sample, the samples were inspected first
by optical microscopy and some samples were selected for scanning electron microscopy. A
majority of nanowires are ~ 30 µm long, as determined by scanning electron microscopy after
depositing on a bland Si substrate. However, nanowires significantly shorter and longer than
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30 µm were also observed. Short nanowires resulted from the breakage of nanowires during
the removal of the alumina template while long nanowires were formed by oxidation in the
presence of NaOH solution. Figure 3.1 shows schematics for the process of utilizing an
intermediate membrane in the deposition of individual nanowires on the Si substrate to reduce
nanowire agglomerates.

Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram of the process of utilizing an intermediate membrane in the deposition
of individual nanowires to reduce nanowire agglomerates. (a) Si substrate coated with a dextran
sacrificial layer and a PUA intermediate membrane layer, (b) deposition of a drop of nanowire
solution on the intermediate membrane surface (the substrates were tilted in direction of the grooves),
and (c) lift-off the intermediate membrane by dissolving the sacrificial layer in DI water.

Results and discussion
3.3.1. Microscopic observations
Figure 3.2 (a) shows an optical micrograph for the nanowires deposited on a blank Si
surface without a tilt angle.
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Figure 3.2. Optical micrographs for nanowires deposited on the (a) blank Si surface (reference
substrate equal to a membrane without grooves) b) an intermediate membrane coated on Si substrate.

Agglomerated nanowires are clearly visible, which are caused mainly by the following
two reasons: (1) large surface tension of nanowire surfaces that attract to each other and (2)
incomplete removal of the Au layer used as seed layer for the electrodeposition of nanowires
so that nanowires are still attached to the residual Au layer. Such nanowire agglomerates were
found over the entire surface while individual single nanowires were seen sporadically, which
indicates that our process using gentle shaking is not effective in dissolving the alumina
template and separating individual nanowires. Figure 3.2 (b) shows an optical micrograph for
the nanowires deposited on the intermediate membrane coated on Si substrate without a tilt
angle prior to the detachment of the intermediate membrane. The image is similar to that shown
in Figure 3.2 (a), which indicates that nanowire agglomerates are formed irrespective of the
substrate used for deposition.
Figure 3.3 (a) shows an optical micrograph and Figure 3.3 (b) shows a scanning electron
micrograph for single nanowires found on the Si surface after removing the intermediate
membrane by dissolving the dextran sacrificial layer in DI water.
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Figure 3.3. a) Optical micrograph b) Scanning electron micrographs of single nanowires deposited on
Si substrate after dissolving the intermediate membrane in DI water. Nanowires are highlighted by
arrows. Four insets show nanowires in different areas of the substrate.

Four insets in the figure shows nanowires found in different locations of the same
substrate. Overall, the nanowire agglomerates seen in Figure 3.2 were rarely observed on the
Si surface. This behavior can be explained by the fact that individual nanowires were resuspended during removal of the intermediate membrane and deposited on the underlying Si
surface while most of the nanowire agglomerates remained on the intermediate membrane
surface. Thus, the intermediate membrane from one side acted as a filter to screen the nanowire
agglomerates from reaching to the underlying Si surface and from the other side acted as a
separator to help disconnecting the single nanowires before reaching to the substrate. Since the
tilted membrane acted as a filter and separator and the underlying substrate was used only to
hold the membrane, this substrate could be replaced by another substrate. The results indicate
that, in the deposition of pre-grown nanowire solution on a substrate surface, using an
intermediate membrane layer can help achieving predominantly single nanowires on the
surface. It should be mentioned that this improvement was sacrificed by the decrease in the
total number of nanowires deposited on the substrate. For a horizontal substrate with 0° tilt
angle, the number of agglomerated nanowires observed in the 3 × 3 mm2 surface area were 22
after the deposition on the membrane while this number decreased to 4 after removing the
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membrane. This is because, in the process of removing the intermediate membrane layer, the
substrate was put in a petri dish containing DI water and thus the concentration of nanowires
re-suspended in the water solution became significantly low. The studies on the number density
of single nanowires for bio sensing applications [25, 154] shows the direct effects of number
density of nanowires on the sensitivity of the bio sensing device (e.g. field-effect transistors
(FETs)). These studies showed that using a higher number (seven instead of one) of bridging
nanowires (which might be agglomerated nanowires) for FETs can reduce the sensitivity of the
device by the order of five. Despite the reduction of the number of nanowires deposited, the
method that we developed in this work can be a useful particularly in cases that the presence
of nanowire agglomerates on a substrate surface in the nanowire deposition step prohibits
proceeding to the subsequent fabrication steps in the preparation of nanowire-based biosensing
devices. We can also employ methods to increase the number of nanowires deposited, such as
use of high concentration nanowire solution and a small volume of DI water for removing the
intermediate membrane.
3.3.2. Statistics
After demonstrating the concept that the intermediate membrane can reduce the
nanowire agglomerates, we systematically studied the effect of the slope of the intermediate
membrane in the deposition step on the number of single nanowires found on the Si surface
after lifting off the membrane. For this study, we hypothesized that short nanowires deposited
on the membrane may slide a longer distance on the membrane surface by gravity over long
nanowires or nanowire agglomerates and thus there will be more short nanowires in the
peripheral region of the droplet of the nanowire solution. Thus, upon lift-off of the intermediate
membrane, a larger number of short, single nanowires will be transferred to the underlying Si
surface. Note that in our nanowire solution there are nanowires of different lengths due to the
breakage of nanowires or oxidation in the solution processing of removing the alumina
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template after nanowire growth. Figure 3.4 shows the number of nanowires deposited on the
underlying Si surface as a function of the tilt angle between the substrate and horizontal axis
when depositing nanowire solution on the intermediate membrane.

Figure 3.4. The number of nanowires deposited on the underlying Si surface as a function of the tilt
angle between the substrate and horizontal axis when depositing nanowire solution on the
intermediate membrane.

For counting the number of nanowires, we took optical micrographs for the surface area
of 0.117 × 0.117 mm2 in the center part for each sample and count the number of entire
nanowires within the surface area. This area was under the part of the membrane which had
grooves before the removal of the membrane. For the tilt angle other than 45°, the number of
nanowires deposited per area of the Si surface did not increase. However, at the tilt angle of
45°, the number of single nanowires increases more than 70% relative to that for the other tilt
angles.
Figure 3.5 (a) presents the number of nanowires for various length groups. The number
of nanowires with the length between 5 and 10 µm was the greatest irrespective of the tilt angle
used.
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Figure 3.5. (a) The number of nanowires (NW) (a) in different length groups and (b) cumulative
above a certain critical length, which were deposited on the Si surface after lift-off of the intermediate
membrane layer as a function of tilt angle between the substrate surface and horizontal axis.

The nanowires with the length of 0 – 5 µm were less frequently observed than that for
5- 10 µm, which can be attributed to the difficulty in the breakage of initially 30 µm long
nanowires to very short ones. On the other hand, the frequency of finding nanowires longer
than 10 µm on the Si surface was significantly lower for all the tilt angles. We re-plotted Figure
3.5 (a) for the cumulative number of nanowires above a certain critical length, which is shown
in Figure 3.5 (b). As the tilt angle increased, the cumulative number of single nanowires above
each critical nanowire length increased with the tilt angle. However, the extent to the increase
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was greatest with the shortest critical length while the increase was the least for nanowires with
the length of 30 µm and above. Long nanowires have higher surface area over the short
nanowires, which increases the total adhesion force either between nanowires and the surface
of the membrane or between different nanowires. Therefore, long nanowires can slide over the
membrane surface only the tilt angle exceeds to a certain value while short nanowires can slides
at all tilt angles. This makes the separation process of the longer nanowires harder than the
shorter nanowires. Considering that the nanowire agglomerates exert even larger adhesion to
the surface than even long nanowires, it can be deduced that nanowire agglomerates will mostly
remain on the membrane surface during the lift-off process. Consequently, the membrane will
act as filter for the nanowire agglomerates.

Conclusion
We developed a method to reduce nanowire agglomerates in depositing pre-grown
nanowires on Si substrate. Nanowire solution was deposited on an intermediate membrane
layer coated on the Si substrate on which nanowires needed to be deposited. Upon lifting-off
the intermediate membrane in DI water, single nanowires were re-suspended and deposited on
the underlying Si substrate while a majority of nanowire agglomerates remained on the
membrane surface. By tiling the substrate with the intermediate membrane in depositing
nanowire solution, we found that the sliding of long nanowires over the membrane surface is
more difficult, requiring a larger tilt angle over short nanowires. This corroborates the
hypothesis that most of nanowire agglomerates will remain on the intermediate membrane
surface during the lift-off process.
We study a new method for the large-scale assembly of magnetic nanowires in the next
chapter. This method aligns single nanowires on a patterned substrate by using the
electromagnetic and mechanical forces. The aligned nanowires will be used for the final
alignment and placement of the transverse nanoelectrodes.
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High Precision Nanowires Alignment Into Plastic Substrates
Introduction
Ferromagnetic nanowires have an inherently larger remnant magnetization compared
to nanoparticles due to their high aspect ratio shape, that permits its use in low field
environments for cell manipulation [155, 156]. In circuits, Ni nanowires have been used in a
tunable stop-band notch filter [157], and they hold promise in the field of microfluidics, as an
actuation element for micro-valves, pumps, and mixers [158]. As metal electrodes for
electrochemical detection in miniature devices, typically noble metal nanowires (e.g., Pt, Au,
Ag) have been used, as comprehensively reviewed by Gencoglu and Minerick [159]. There is
not only a need to find a less expensive replacement, but transition elements that are
ferromagnetic also provide the added benefit to magnetically manipulate the nanowires into a
device [160-163].
Ji et al. [164] recently reviewed the methods to generate interconnects of nanowires in
devices, that includes a two-step process where the nanowire is aligned and then pinned to
remain in place. Efforts to align and position template-grown nanowires can be classified into
three types depending on the forces used to control the orientation of the nanowires: forces by
fluid flow, field forces, and surface forces (or surface patterns). In the first type, preferential
orientation of nanowires was induced via either evaporation of the solvent [165-167],
spontaneous spreading/wetting/flow of the nanowire solution [168-173] or brushing of the
nanowire solution [174]. Alignment of the nanowires on an area as large as 4 cm2 have been
demonstrated by using spontaneous spreading of the droplets of the nanowire solution [169].
Drawbacks of using fluid flow included the high average misalignment angle (typically more
than 20°) of the nanowires [169] and the difficulty in apply a uniform capillary or shear force
to the nanowires [75]. Also, the large shear force upon brushing led to the deformation or
breaking of the nanowires [174]. In the second type, either optical [175-177], electric [178-
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182] or magnetic [89, 183, 184] field force was used to control the orientation of nanowires.
An optical tweezer could align nanowires into arbitrary patterns generated by computer aided
design. However, this method is limited to a small scale assembly of nanowires [177]. The
applied electric or magnetic fields between two large electrodes or magnets could align a large
number of nanowires suspended in fluid. Beside the presence of a misalignment, chaining of
more than one nanowires inside the electric [181] or magnetic field [89] was observed, in
particular when a high concentration of nanowire solution was used. The last type of alignment
techniques employs surface forces via chemical [184-188], topological surface patterns [189],
and shear force induced by surface [190, 191], to assemble nanowires within specific locations
of the substrate. These techniques overall show a low ratio of aligned nanowires when they are
not combined with other techniques [186, 192]. A successful example in this type of alignment
techniques is the use of strain release on highly stretchable substrates where an accurate
alignment of nanowires on a flexible substrate as large as 2 inch × 6 inch was achieved [193].
However, this method requires high elasticity of the substrate as well as application of large
forces between the elastic substrate and the nanowires, which significantly limits the
applicability of this method.
High precision and large scale alignment of nanowires has been achieved by combining
more than one of the alignment techniques mentioned above. Examples include alignment
using the sites of patterned microscale electrodes [194] or nanoscale magnet arrays templates
[90] (and magnetic trapping using microscale magnet arrays [155]) and nanoscale
topographical grooves patterns combined with capillary force [195]. The first two examples
demonstrated a micron level precision, but they required complicated low throughput
fabrication processes for microelectrodes or micro/nanomagnet arrays [90, 155, 194]. The
method combining surface chemical patterns with capillary force showed that short nanowires
with the length less than 100 nm can be positioned within the chemically-patterned trenches
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with high angular as well as location accuracies [195]. However, the applicability of this
method for nanowires longer than several microns needs to be further studied, which would
make it easier to connect the aligned nanowires to external micro to macroscale electrodes.
The pre-grown nanowire mentioned in the first chapter are suspended (and partially
agglomerated) in a solution after the dissolution of their template before being used as
nanoelectrodes. Thus, they need to be aligned and dried separately on a desired substrate to be
prepared for the subsequent connection to external electrodes or placement on the final
nanochannel-nanopores device. In this chapter, a new method is presented that combines a
magnetic field force with topological microscale grooves to control and achieve high precision
alignment of magnetic nanowires with various lengths. Although individually both methods
have been demonstrated in the literature, [196-201] the combined effect can significantly
improve the alignment accuracy for nanowires. To differentiate this method with others, it is
referred to as pattern electromagnetic alignment (PEA).

Experimental
4.2.1. Nanowires fabrication and preparation
FeNiCo composite nanowires were pulsed electrodeposited in a nanoporous alumina
template with 0.2 µm diameter pores and up to 30 µm in length. Details on the electrodeposition
process can be found in [202]. After the electrodeposition, the alumina template was dissolved
with a 2 M NaOH solution overnight. The dissolved nanowires were then rinsed with water
and ethanol three times. After dissolving the alumina template, the nanowires were kept in
ethanol. Adding the surfactant could help reducing the aggregation of the nanowires, but based
on our observations, there were still a significant amount of aggregated nanowires even in the
presence of surfactant, especially at large nanowires concentrations [203]. Some nanowires
were broken during the preparation process, so that the nanowires had different lengths. An
aliquot of 10 µL of the nanowire solution was used for each experiment.
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4.2.2. Substrate preparation for electromagnetic and PEA
A schematic of the process steps is shown in Figure 4.1. Blank Si substrates for the
electromagnetic alignment were squares of 1.5 cm × 1.5 cm (Figure 4.1a), and since the
reorientation of the nanowires were affected by parameters (e.g. stochastic surface and fluid
flow forces) other than the deterministic magnetic field force, the nanowires easily deviated
from the direction of magnetic field line after the evaporation of the solvent. Groove-patterned
substrates for the PEA were fabricated via nanoimprint lithography into a double layer of 1 µm
dextran and 2.5 µm polyurethane acrylate (PUA) coated on the Si substrates. The width of the
grooves was 1.4 µm and their period was 2.71 µm (Figure 4.1b). The patterned area was a 3
mm × 3 mm square in the center of the substrate in order to enhance alignment of the nanowires.

Figure 4.1. Schematic steps for (a) electromagnetic alignment (nanowires deposited onto blank silicon
substrates) and (b) PEA on a microscale grooved surface formed by UV nanoimprint lithography ino a
double resist layer of dextran and PUA.

4.2.3.

Electromagnetic and PEA
The electromagnetic alignment and PEA of magnetic nanowires were performed in

separate experiments to determine the accuracy of the alignment versus applied magnetic field
strength, using both the blank substrate for the electromagnetic alignment (Figure 4.1a) and the
patterned substrate for the PEA (Figure 4.1b), with identical conditions. Four samples were
prepared and analyzed for both electromagnetic alignment and PEA experiments at each
applied magnetic field strength.
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A nanowire solution was dispensed on the substrate while the substrate was placed on
the electromagnet. The magnetic field was then induced by the electromagnet which was
connected to a (BK 1735 DC) power supply. The current was constant during each experiment.
4.2.4.

Inspection and characterization
A 3 mm × 3 mm square in the middle for each sample was inspected by optical

microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). This area corresponds to the patterned
area for the PEA samples. The deviation angle (θD) and the length of the nanowires (l) were
measured manually from the optical micrographs. The deviation angle was defined as the angle
between the nanowire direction and the direction of the magnetic field lines (or the direction
of the grooves). The lengths and angles of nanowires were measured with a computer desktop
ruler using optical micrographs taken with a 40X objective. Prior to using this method, the
lengths of three nanowires determined using scanning electron micrographs were compared
with those measured by optical micrographs. The lengths determined by optical micrographs
were consistently larger by 0.7 ± 0.2 µm. Thus, overall measurement error in the determination
of individual nanowires is less than 1 µm. For the nanowire deviation angles, the measurement
error was estimated to be ~ 2°.

Results
The nanowire diameter size had a large variation, 270-580 nm, due to both the
irregularity of the AAO template and also due to the subsequent treatment in NaOH that is used
to dissolve the membrane. The NaOH promotes the formation of oxide, as expected from
Pourbaix [204], and with the formation of an oxide the diameter size increases owing to the
larger specific volume compared to the metallic counterparts. Figure 4.2(a) and (b) presents
SEM images of the nanowires in group and individually, respectively. Not only is there a
distribution of diameter size but also length. The different lengths are used to advantage here
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and their alignment accuracy are correlated with ranges of wire lengths: 0-10 µm, 11-20 µm,
and 21-30 µm (i.e. 0 < l ≤ 10 µm, 10 < l ≤ 20 µm, and 20 < l ≤ 30 µm, respectively).
The detailed distribution of lengths of all the nanowires used is shown in Figure S1 of
the Supporting Information. In the analysis of alignment accuracy, the nanowire lengths were
grouped with the following ranges for better observation of the general trend: 0-10 µm, 11-20
µm, and 21-30 µm (i.e. 0 < l

≤ 10 µm, 10 < l ≤ 20 µm, and 20 < l ≤ 30 µm, respectively).

The diameter of nanowires cannot be determined accurately with optical micrographs due to
its resolution limitation. However, SEM images of selected nanowires showed that the diameter
is in the range of 250 – 580 nm.

Figure 4.2. SEM images of FeNiCo nanowires in (a) group and (b) individually after they are released
from the AAO membrane.

4.3.1.

Electromagnetic alignment and PEA
Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show micrographs of nanowire alignment after the ethanol from the

nanowire solution have evaporated. In Figure 4.3, only the electromagnetic alignment was used
and in Figure 4.4 the combined PEA method was employed. The applied magnetic field in both
cases was 70 Oe. The image in the center of each figure corresponds to an optical micrograph
showing an overview of the substrate. The nanowires in the optical micrograph for the
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electromagnetic alignment (Figure 4.3), are circled with red lines as a guide. The large spot on
the sample in Figure 4.3 corresponds to impurities remaining after evaporation of solvent. In
Figure 4.4, the nanowires aligned by PEA method appear longer due to head-to-tail connections
to each other. Such head-to-tail alignment of nanowires have been observed when field forces
were used [89, 181]. In the PEA case, this behavior may be related to the modulation of the
magnetic field strength at the surface, leading to an increase in the probability for more than
one nanowires to encounter each other within a single groove. The SEM images in Figure 4.3
and 4.4 show examples of individual nanowires found on the substrate. The direction of the
magnetic field lines is parallel to the y direction for both alignment methods. The orientation
of nanowires was determined using the optical micrographs. Overall, most of nanowires for
both alignment methods show preferential directions along the magnetic field lines. However,
for the electromagnetic alignment one can still observe nanowires with orientations far away
from the magnetic field lines (marked by the yellow numbers 5-8). On the other hand, most
nanowires are aligned along both the field lines and the groove direction for the PEA.

Figure 4.3. An optical micrograph (center) and SEM micrographs (right and left) of FeNiCo
nanowires using electromagnetic alignment on Si substrates at a magnetic field strength of 70 Oe. The
numbers in the SEM image corresponds to the very same nanowire marked (in red, (1-4) in the optical
micrograph. The nanowires marked with the yellow numbers (5-8) were oriented far away from the
magnetic field lines. The applied magnetic field lines are parallel to the y direction in the optical
micrograph. Individual nanowires in the optical micrograph are circled for clarity.
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Figure 4.4. An optical micrograph (center) and SEM micrographs (right and left) of FeNiCo
nanowires using PEA on the microgrooves formed in a double resist layer of dextran and PUA on Si
substrates at a magnetic field strength of 70 Oe. The numbers in the SEM image corresponds to the
very same nanowire marked in red, (1-4) in the optical micrograph. The applied magnetic field lines
are parallel to the y direction in the optical micrograph.

4.3.2.

Statistical analysis
In order to quantitatively determine the accuracy of the alignment, statistics were

determined by measuring the deviation angle (θD) from the direction of the magnetic field line
for all the nanowires found in a square area of the 3 mm × 3 mm in the middle of each substrate
(which corresponds to the pattern area for the PEA). We plotted the normalized angular
distribution diagrams of nanowires versus applied magnetic field strength from 0 to 90 Oe. For
each applied magnetic field strength and nanowire length group, the number of nanowires
within a certain deviation angle group was divided by the total number of nanowires found in
the same sample area. The error bars were determined as one standard deviation of the
normalized values of the four samples of each distribution. Statistics were determined for
different groups of the nanowire length of 0-10 µm, 10-20 µm and 20-30 µm. As representative
results, Figure 4.5 (a) and (b) shows the statistical diagrams for the nanowire length of 0-10
µm for the electromagnetic alignment and PEA methods, respectively. The results of the
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alignment on samples without an applied magnetic field (i.e, 0 Oe), but with patterned groove
alignment is compare to the PEA results. For quantitative analysis, the deviation of aligned
nanowires from the direction of the magnetic field lines was determined as well as the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) value from each fitted Gaussian curve. Also, the percentage
of the total number of nanowires with a deviation angle less than 5° from the direction of the
field lines was calculated. The summary of these two values and their corresponding standard
deviations as well as the total number of individual nanowires found for a certain group of
nanowire length are presented in Table 4.1 and 4.2 Overall, the FWHM value of the fitted
Gaussian curve decreases as the magnetic field strength increases for both alignment methods,
which indicates that more nanowires are aligned close to the direction of the field line with the
magnetic field strength. The FWHM value decreases consistently from 180° without magnetic
field (randomly oriented) to 15 ± 1° at 90 Oe for the PEA. For the electromagnetic alignment,
on the other hand, the FWHM value decreases only to 32 ± 11° at the same magnetic field,
which is more than two times greater than that for the PEA. Also, the percentage of the
nanowires with less than 5° deviation angles for the PEA is more than four time higher than
the electromagnetic alignment at all the applied magnetic field strengths except for 0 Oe.
Figure 4.6(a) and (b) show the angular distribution diagrams of the nanowires for the
three length groups of 0-10 µm, 10-20 µm and 20-30 µm at a magnetic field strength of 90 Oe
for the electromagnetic alignment and PEA, respectively. For PEA, the FWHM value slightly
decreases from 17 ± 3° for long nanowires of the 20-30 µm length group to 15 ± 1° for short
nanowires of the 0-10 µm length group by ~ 10%. However, this value fluctuates between 24
± 4° and 44 ± 9° for the nanowires with different lengths for electromagnetic alignment. For
each group of magnetic field strength and nanowire length, the percentage of nanowires with
less than 5° deviation angle is higher in the PEA (above 40% for all of the length ranges) than
that in the electromagnetic alignment. Overall, the alignment accuracy of shorter nanowires
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was higher than that for longer nanowires for the PEA. One of the main mechanism of this
trend is the dynamics of the shorter nanowires suspended inside the solution under an applied
magnetic field. Ignoring the nanowire-surface interaction, the rotational velocity of nanowires
can be modeled by balancing the magnetic and hydrodynamic forces applied to a nanowire
[205, 206]. The results show that the rotational velocity of shorter nanowires is higher than that
of the longer nanowires [205, 206]. Thus, at all applied field strengths shorter nanowires require
a shorter rotation time than the longer nanowires to align with the direction of the magnetic
field line before approaching and attached to the bottom substrate. This mechanism results in
a better alignment accuracy for shorter nanowires than longer ones. Also for both longer and
shorter nanowires, the efficiency of the PEA is higher than the electromagnetic alignment at
the high (90 Oe) applied magnetic field strengths.
Figure 4.7(a) and (b) show 3-dimentional (3-D) graphs of the FWHM values for applied
magnetic field strengths (0-90 Oe) and nanowire length groups for the electromagnetic
alignment and PEA, respectively. The 3-D graph clearly shows the general trend of increasing
the alignment accuracy (or decreasing the FWHM values) with increasing the magnetic field
strength and with decreasing the length of nanowires. Another important to note is that more
systematic trends are seen for the PEA compared to those for the electromagnetic alignment.
This can be attributed to the fact that, while the process for nanowires to approach the flat
substrate surface and the re-orientation during solvent evaporation is stochastic, the surface
groove patterns in the PEA add deterministic characteristics during both nanowire deposition
and solvent evaporation processes. This leads to the decrease in the FWHM values for the PEA.
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Figure 4.5. Normalized number of nanowires for the nanowire length group of 0-10 µm as a function
of the deviation angle for different magnetic field strengths for (a) electromagnetic alignment and (b)
PEA methods. For each angular distribution diagram, the corresponding fitted Gaussian curve is
included.
Table 4.1. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) values and the standard deviations obtained by
the Gaussian curve fitting from the angular distribution diagrams for different magnetic field strengths
and nanowire length groups for both electromagnetic alignment and PEA. Also included in [ ] are the
total number of nanowires for each group of magnetic field strength and nanowire length.
FWHM

Electromagnetic
alignment

PEA

Magnetic Field
Strength (Oe)
Nanowires
Length (µm)

0

10

30

50

70

90

0-10

180 ± 95 180 ± 94
[24]
[12]

63 ± 19
[26]

54 ± 19
[18]

63 ± 16
[35]

32 ± 11
[23]

10-20

180 ± 94
[22]

93 ± 51
[15]

60 ± 16
[52]

38 ± 8
[40]

24 ± 4
[42]

44 ± 9
[41]

20-30

180 ± 95 139 ± 68
[76]
[86]

32 ± 5
[123]

39 ± 7
[95]

25 ± 4
[91]

24 ± 4
[94]

0-10

180 ± 96
[16]

63 ± 42
[12]

17 ± 4
[44]

15 ± 3
[32]

15 ± 2
[78]

15 ± 1
[56]

10-20

180 ± 93
[61]

67 ± 19
[68]

22 ± 4
[76]

17 ± 2
[71]

17 ± 2
[77]

17 ± 2
[76]

20-30

180 ± 94
[105]

96 ± 48
[98]

28 ± 7
[90]

18 ± 5
[99]

17 ± 2
[146]

17 ± 3
[144]
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Table 4.2. The percentages of the number of nanowires with the deviation angles less than 5° and their
standard deviations obtained from the angular distribution diagrams for different magnetic field
strengths and nanowire length groups for both electromagnetic alignment and PEA.
Magnetic Field

Percentage
Strength (Oe)
for │θD│< 5° Nanowires

0

10

30

50

70

90

0-10

0±0

5 ± 10

12 ± 16

7±8

8 ± 16

7 ± 13

10-20

3±6

17 ± 33

7±6

20 ± 7

27 ± 14

13 ± 13

20-30

1±3

9±5

16 ± 12

19 ± 13

30 ± 14

39 ± 22

0-10

0±0

11 ± 13

50 ± 64

41 ± 30

63 ± 20

58 ± 27

10-20

7±9

20 ± 23

31 ± 27

35 ± 26

49 ± 13

52 ± 17

20-30

3±3

19 ± 15

23 ± 14

27 ± 9

40 ± 13

41 ± 8

Length (µm)

Electromagnetic
alignment

PEA

Figure 4.6. Normalized number of nanowires at a magnetic field strength 90 Oe as a function of
deviation angle for different nanowire length groups for (a) electromagnetic alignment and (b) PEA
methods. For each angular distribution diagram, the corresponding fitted Gaussian curve is included.

Discussion
The positioning of magnetic nanowires on a substrate surface is a two-step process: in
the first step nanowires in suspension rotate towards the direction of the magnetic field line,
which is concurrent with the process to approach to the surface via surface-nanowire
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interaction. The forces exerted by a surface on a depositing nanowire broadly consist of
adhesion and friction, both of which depend on the material properties such as surface energies
and Young’s moduli, and the interfacial properties such as the friction coefficient and the
contract area [207]. The presence of surface grooves changes the interfacial properties and
makes adhesion and friction anisotropic. When a nanowire is deposited into the trench of a
microgroove, the effective contact area may increase depending on the location of the nanowire
in the trench, leading to an increase in both adhesion and friction. In addition, the geometric
interlocking significantly increases the friction in the direction perpendicular to the groove,
which increases pinning of the nanowire against any shear force such as evaporation of the
solvent [169]. This effect becomes more significant as the depth of the groove increases. On
the other hand, when a nanowire is deposited on the protrusion of a microgroove, the effective
contact area may decrease, leading to a decrease in adhesion and friction. It is worthwhile to
mention the effect of the microchannel depth on the alignment accuracy. For a given magnetic
field strength, there would be a critical depth of the microchannel. Above this critical depth,
the pinning of nanowires in the microchannel trench is so large that nanowires once deposited
in the trench of the microchannel cannot escape upon external force such as capillary force and
evaporation of solvent. In this regime, the alignment accuracy will not change with the depth
of the microchannel. On the other hand, when the depth is below the critical depth, nanowires
in the microchannel trench can escape upon external force, resulting in a decrease in the
alignment accuracy. In this regime, the alignment accuracy may depend on the depth of
microchannels. The depth of the microchannel used to align nanowires should be determined
in consideration of the design of the final device as well as compatibility of the subsequent
manufacturing process steps.
The deposited nanowires may experience re-orientation during evaporation of the
solvent. Using different solvents will modify (1) the time for nanowires to rotate upon
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application of electromagnetic field, (2) the time for nanowires to reach the substrate surface,
(3) the time for solvent evaporation, and (4) the magnitude of shear force applied during
evaporation of solvent. However, the average nanowire rotation time by the electromagnetic
field used in this study is in the order of tens of milliseconds (based on the Figure S5),
significantly shorter than the time for nanowires to reach the surface and the time for solvent
evaporation which are in the order of minutes. Thus, the effect of solvent on the nanowire
rotation is negligible. The different shear force applied by different solvents upon evaporation
may affect reorientation of nanowires, which will vary the alignment accuracy depending on
the depth of the grooves. It should also be noted that the main reason to select ethanol as the
solvent for these nanowires was to prevent any further oxidation before the nanowires final
assembly. The effect of the viscosity of solvent would be negligible in PEA. The main
mechanism to align nanowires in this study is the magnetic field with the support of surface
patterns, which help pin the nanowires along the groove direction after the nanowires approach
the surface. Increasing the viscosity of the nanowire solution will result in an increase in the
nanowire rotation time by the electromagnetic field because of the elevated resistive hydraulic
force, especially for longer nanowires. This will adversely affect both electromagnetic
alignment and PEA.
The results indicate that the PEA is a highly powerful technique which systematically
aligns individual nanowires of various lengths with higher accuracy compared to only
electromagnetic alignment or only groove pattern alignment. The PEA technique can be used
to place not only nanowires, but also nanotubes or other magnetic particulates. The less than
perfect 100 % alignment accuary presented here demonstrates the challenge in alignment when
the nanomaterial is not homogenous. Nanowires with more uniform feature sizes would be
expected have higher alignment accuracy and less alignment distribution and thus larger
FWHM values. This technique can also be applied to curved substrates in combination with
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the technology to produce micro/nanoscale patterns on curved substrate for flexible electronics.
The PEA technique can also be used in diverse applications such as large scale parallel
nanowires for optoelectronics on glass [208] and silicon [209, 210] substrates, and high
performance transistors on silicon based substrates [211, 212].

Figure 4.7. 3-D graphs for FWHM values versus applied magnetic field strength and nanowires length
group for the (a) electromagnetic alignment and (b) PEA.

Conclusion
A new alignment method (PEA) is presented that combines electromagnetic alignment
with microscale surface groove patterns to realize large scale, high precision alignment of
magnetic nanowires. Compared to only an electromagnetic alignment, or only a grooved
pattern alignment, the PEA of FeNiCo nanowires demonstrated a systematic enhancement of
the alignment accuracy, the percentage of the nanowires having less than a 5° deviation angle
from the direction of the magnetic field lines for the PEA remained above 40% at the highest
applied magnetic field. For both the PEA and electromagnetic only alignment methods, the
alignment accuracy increased with increasing the magnetic field strength and decreasing the
nanowire length. The PEA that is developed in this work has the potential to be impletemented
in processed to build sensing elements with pre-grown magnetic nanowires.
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Fabrication Of A Microelectrode Pattern Compatible With
Plastic Substrates
Introduction
The field of flexible electronics has been dramatically expanding in a variety of new
applications such as wearable electronics and bendable cell phones. Also, flexible electronics
have potential to be used in portable biomedical devices. In flexible electronics, electrical
components such as metallic electrodes are formed on thin, flexible plastic or elastic and their
electrical properties should remain unchanged upon deformation [213]. Depending on
applications and materials, the fabrication technique for the electrodes should be compatible
with non-flat or highly curved substrates. Among a variety of fabrication protocols that have
been developed for microelectrodes, only few of these techniques are compatible with the
fabrication of microelectrode arrays on polymer substrates which are mostly known as
transparent, biocompatible and flexible materials [214-216]. For instance, by using
photolithography or chemical techniques, one can produce microelectrode patterns with the
smallest features down to 50 µm [214-216]. However, the high baking temperatures and the
solvents used in photolithography and chemical techniques are not compatible with most of the
polymer substrates. The stencil mask technique is an easy method to implement and have the
potential to be used on unconventional substrates of different materials and surface geometry.
However, the main challenge of using stencil masks on non-flat substrates is blurring. The
primary reason of blurring is the presence of a gap between the substrate and the stencil mask
due to the curvature on the stencil/substrate, stress on the stencil or other topographies on the
substrate surface [217]. In particular, when stencil masks are formed in hard materials e.g.
Si3N4 or SiO2 on Si substrate, as is the case for most nanoscale stencil masks, it is hard to avoid
the presence of the gap [218]. One of the most effective approaches to reduce the blurring issue
is using a stencil mask made in a compliant membrane, so that the stencil mask can conform
and have contact with the curved substrate compared to the hard stencil masks [219]. Cantilever
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assisted compliant membranes is an alternative flexible stencil mask which has the ability to
attach to different shapes of the substrate to reduce the gap distance between the stencil and
substrate thus decreases the blurring. But because of mesa structures in compliant membranes
that move with respect to each other, these membranes have different thicknesses at the
different locations of the membrane. Also these membranes need complicated fabrication
process and additional characterization of cantilever beams deformation which make the entire
process with high demand [220]. Stencil masks in polyimide films are another example of
compliant membranes with high resistance to heat and chemicals. However, the high thickness
of the available commercial polyimide films (7-15 µm) makes the fabrication of small patterns
difficult on these films due to the problems of isotropic etching of the membranes with high
aspect ratio feature size [221]. Transparency, flexibility and neutrality of polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) membranes to chemicals make them great stencil membrane candidates while the
blade removal to open their aperture and difficulty in inserting small scale apertures are the
main challenges of PDMS stencils [219]. The stencil membranes made inside photoresists have
the pattern ability in large area and can produce patterns on flat and curved substrates. For the
large patterned areas with high in plane aspect ratio of the patterns, it is very difficult to transfer
the membrane to the target substrate without damaging the membrane. Also the alignment of
the membrane is very difficult due to the fragility of the membrane especially with lower
thickness [222]. Overall, the current polymer stencil masks reported on SU8 [223], PDMS
[224] and parylene-C [225] materials were limited to a thickness more than 10 μm with large
minimum pattern dimensions of 100 μm [225] or fragile thin membranes of 0.5 μm thickness
on polystyrene [226] and PMMA [227] with low flexibility and limited to small areas of less
than 1 mm × 1 mm [227] and small maximum hole length (less than 100 µm).
In order to connect the nanowire electrode on the nanochannel-nanopore device to the
outside electronics, micron size electrodes on plastic substrate are required, therefore they do
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not overlap with micro-/nanofluidics. To fabricate microelectrodes on micro-/nanochannel
substrate, compliant stencil masks with reduced blurring effects and low risk of stencil fracture
or damage are required. In this chapter, we developed a new method of handling and
manipulating stencil masks made in a thin SU8 membranes (down to 2 μm) and small feature
size (5 μm minimum) with large patterned area (~1.5 cm × 1.5 cm) and large maximum hole
length (0.8 cm). We addressed the main challenge in the current polymer stencil mask
technologies that is the difficulty in handling and manipulating thin and large area polymer
stencil membranes with multiscale features. Using this technique, we also studied the effect of
the thickness of the polymer stencil mask on the conformal contact of the membrane to highly
curved substrates and the patternability of metallic electrodes using the stencil masks.

Experimental
Figure 5.1 shows the process steps to fabricate the membrane by photolithography on
SU8 resist over a thin layer (250 nm) of water soluble resist (Dextran) over silicon wafer. A
solution of 10% Dextran was spin coated (3000 rpm) on a blank silicon wafer that was exposed
to oxygen plasma for 3 min to enhance the hydrophilicity of the wafer. Then, an SU8 layer was
spin coated (Figure 5.1 (a)) and patterned ((Figure 5.1 (b)) by UV lithography on the Dextran
layer. The geometry of the electrode patterns and their dimensions on the photomask were
shown in the Figure 5.2. A piece of thermal release tape (TRT) (Nitto Denko, No3198MS) was
used to transfer the membrane to a thin (flat and curved) PMMA substrate (0.3 mm thick)
before (Figure 5.1 (c)) and after (Figure 5.1 (d)) dissolution of Dextran in water. Figure 5.1
(e1, f1, g1) and Figure 5.1 (e2, f2, g2) show the placement of the membrane on the substrate,
detachment of the thermal release tape from the membrane by heating (to 110°C) and a thin
(~50 nm) platinum deposition and membrane lift-off on flat and bent substrates, respectively.
The heat for separating the TRT from the membranes was provided by a hot plate and a hot air
gun for the flat and bent substrates, respectively. The TRT works as a supporting structure to
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hold the fragile parts of the membrane that were more prone to move or break specially for the
thinner membranes. Two variables (i.e. stencil membrane thickness and curvature of the
substrate) were considered to study the consistency of the technique in microelectrodes
fabrication. Two samples were prepared by the process shown in Figure 5.1 for each of the two
SU8 membrane thicknesses of 15 µm and 2 µm on flat and bent substrates to investigate the
properties of the electrodes fabricated using thick and thin membranes.

Figure 5.1. Fabrication flow after coating the Dextran and SU8 layers on the silicon wafer including
(a, b) patterning the SU8 membrane by photolithography, (c) attachment of the TRT to the membrane,
(d) dissolution of the Dextran, (e) placement of the membrane on (e1) flat or (e2) curved substrates,
(f1, f2) detachment of the TRT and platinum deposition on the flat and curved substrates and (g1, g2)
lift-off the membrane.

Results and discussion
Figure 5.3 shows the schematics showing a comparison when stencil masks made in
thick (a) and thin (b) membranes on both flat and curved substrates. An inverse proportional
relationship between the flexibility (compliance) of the stencil membrane and the gap distance
between the membrane and the substrate is previously reported [219]. A thin membrane has a
better compliance and hence a lower gap distance with both flat and curved substrates than the
thick membrane. Since the membrane gap distance with the substrate is proportional with the
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blurring [217], the thin membrane is more able than the thick membrane to reduce the blurring
effects from the electrode patterns on both flat and curved substrates. Less blurring corresponds
with higher consistency of the electrode patterns. On the other side, the low adhesion of the
thick membrane to the highly curved substrates makes it unstable while using as stencil masks
over curved substrates.

Figure 5.2. Dimensions of the electrode patterns on the photomask.

Figure 5.3. Stencil masks made in thick (a) and thin (b) membranes on flat substrates. The stencil
aperture width (A), blurring due to the geometry (BG) and gap distance between the membrane stencil
and substrate (G) were shown.

Figure 5.4 shows the optical micrographs of the membranes (a-c), the deposited
electrodes after lift-off (d-f), and the big pictures of the thin membrane (g) and the electrode
fabricated by the thin membrane (h) on the curved substrate. Using Figures 5.4 (a-c), the stencil
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aperture width (A) was measured for different thicknesses of the membrane (T) for all of the
samples. Likewise, the blurring due to the geometry plus by the stencil aperture width (A+BG)
was measured from the Figure 5.4 (d-f). Thus, we could calculate the blurring due to the
geometry (BG) for each sample by subtracting the two previously measured data. Having A and
BG we were able to calculate the gap distance between the membrane stencil and substrate (G)
using the equation (1) [217]:

G=

B D
S

(1)

If S>>A and D, G >> T, in which, S is the source diameter and D is the distance between

the sputter machine source and the substrate [217].
Figure 5.4(a) and Figure 5.4(b) present the thick membrane (T=15 µm) and the
corresponding sputtered electrodes via the thick membrane on a flat substrate. The high edge
roughness of the thick membrane and corresponding electrodes can be correlated to the
photolithography limitations (that is the UV light deviation through the thicker photoresist
layers) for the thick photoresist layers and higher blurring. In addition to the high edge
roughness of the thick membrane, the applied normal bending stress to the membrane during
the transfer process using the TRT (Figure 5.1 (d)) caused a rupture in one of the two fragile
~5 µm bridge parts of the membrane. The low adhesion of the thick membrane to the curved
substrates, prevented us to fabricate the electrodes on the curved substrates using the thick
membranes. Figure 5.4(b) and Figure 5.4(e) show the thin membrane (T= 2 µm) and the
resulting sputtered electrode on the flat substrate. Based on the optical micrographs, the thin
membrane evidently had a lower edge roughness as well as a lower applied normal bending
stress during the membrane transfer process using the TRT in comparing to the thick
membrane. In contrast with the thick membrane, the thin membrane could conform and attach
well to the curved substrates before the sputtering process. Figure 5.4(g) shows the thin
membrane (T= 2 µm) on a curved substrate with 1 cm radius of curvature before the platinum
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deposition. The optical micrograph showed a proper adhesion of the several areas of the
membrane to the PMMA substrate. Figure 5.4(h) shows the micro electrodes on the same
substrate after the platinum deposition and lift-off. Our observation from the optical
micrographs showed the high precision of the patterns transferred from the thin membrane to
the highly curved substrates. Electrodes from thin membranes had significantly lower edge
roughness (partially due to less blurring) and no rupture due to tensile stress similar to the ones
from thick membranes during the transfer using TRT. The thin membrane made consistent
electrode patterns on flat and curved substrates while the thick membranes could not stable on
(or adhere to) the curved substrates.

Figure 5.4. Optical micrographs of the (a-c) membrane and (d-f) their corresponding electrodes after
the Pt deposition and lift-off for the (a) thick membrane on flat substrate, thin membrane on (b) flat
and (c) curved substrates and (c, f, i) their corresponding sputtered electrodes. (g) is the big picture of
the thin membrane and (h) electrodes on the curved substrate after deposition and lift-off.

In order to study the blurring issue, we calculated the blurring due to the geometry (BG)
using the gap distance between the membrane stencil and substrate (G) values from the
Equation (1). The sputter source diameter was (S=59 mm) for both flat and curved substrates
while the distance between the source and flat substrate was (D=39 mm) and the one for the
top area of the curved substrate (where shown in Figure 5.4(h) and used for the calculations)
was (D=29 mm). Table 5.1 shows the summary of the BG and calculated G from the equation
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(1), for the four electrodes on the two samples fabricated by the thick and thin membranes on
the flat and curved substrates. Overall, the values of blurring (BG) as well as the distance
between the thin membrane and the substrate (G) for the flat and curved substrates were close
to each other and remained below 1 μm on the whole patterned areas. In contrast, the blurring
value of the electrodes made by the thick membrane was ~5 µm close to the smallest feature
transferred to the stencil membranes by photolithography. Also, the gap distance between the
thick stencil membrane and the substrate was above 3 µm. The high gap distance between the
thick stencil membrane and the substrate prevented the proper adhesion thus the usage of these
membranes on the curved substrate.
Table 5.1. Summary of the statistics of the measured BG and calculated G of all four electrodes of the
two samples used for the thick membrane on the flat substrates and the thin membrane on the flat and
curved substrates
BG (µm)

G (µm)

Flat

Curved

Flat

Curved

Thick membrane

4.9 ± 0.5

N/A

3.3 ± 0.3

N/A

Thin membrane

0.8 ± 0.3

0.9 ± 0.4

0.5 ± 0.2

0.6 ± 0.4

In order to determine the electrical properties of the fabricated electrodes made by the
thin membrane on flat and curved substrates, we measured the electrical resistance of the four
electrodes of the two samples for the flat and bent substrates. Table 5.2 shows the summary of
these data. The resistance values of the flat electrodes were close to the ones for the curved
electrodes (~15% different). This showed the fidelity of this technique to fabricate electrodes
with consistent electrical properties on highly curved electronics. The higher standard deviation
of the bent substrates (9.3 vs 2.6 kΩ) could be correlated with the several distances that the
bent substrates have from the sputtering machine source on the different locations of the
substrates. This also resulted in the higher standard deviation of the blurring and the gap
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distance for the curved substrates (G) in comparison with the flat substrates. In order to better
study the effect of gap distance (G) on the resistance (R) of the microelectrode one can use the
equation (2):
R=

ρL
t × (A + B )

(2)

In which, L, t, A and BG represent the length, thickness, width and blurring of the
microelectrodes and ρ represents the resistivity of the sputtered Pt. Equation (3) can be used to
find the relationship between the G and R by simplifying the Equations (1) and (2):
R=

ρLD
t × (AD + GS)

(3)

In order to find the deviation of the resistance of the microelectrodes on the curved
substrates compared to the one on flat substrates, we defined the electrodes resistance deviation
factor (α) from the equation (4):
$ = 100 × (1 −

R&
)
R'

(4)

In which, RF and RC are the resistance of the microelectrodes on flat and curved
substrates, respectively. Using the equation (3), the equation (4) could be simplified to find the
electrodes resistance deviation factor (α) in terms of the gap distance (G) form the equation (5):
$ = 100 × (1 −

() + *+ ,
)
() + *- ,

(4)

Table 5.3. shows the results of the resistance measured and calculated deviation factor
from the equation (4) on flat and curved substrates for the samples from thin membranes. For
the calculated value, since the widths of the electrodes were not constant, an average value
(A=62 µm) was used for these calculations. Overall, the resistance deviation factor due to
blurring for the thin membrane remained below 15%. This shows the consistency of the method
in fabricating microelectrodes on flat and curved substrates with similar electrical resistance.
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Table 5.2. Electrical conductance and resistance of all four electrodes of the two samples used for the
thin membrane on flat and curved substrates.
G (µm)

Thin
membrane

R (kΩ)

Flat

Curved

Flat

Curved

0.5 ± 0.2

0.6 ± 0.4

73.1 ± 2.6

62.4 ± 9.3

$ (%)
Geometry
Measured
(formula)
1

15

Conclusions
A novel technique is introduced to fabricate highly consistent (less than 1 µm blurring
at different locations) electrodes on curved substrates that employs flexible polymer stencil
masks. Comparing to the previous techniques to use the polymer stencil masks for the electrode
fabrication, this technique has the ability to transfer thin membranes (down to 2 µm) having
large patterned area (1.5 cm × 1.5 cm), long through holes (0.8 cm) and small minimum feature
sizes (5 µm) which are more difficult to transfer because of their high planar aspect ratios. The
technique also reduced the blurring on flat substrates more than 80% by using thin stencil
membranes instead of thick ones. The consistency of the method (above 85%) in fabricating
electrodes on flat and curved substrates was demonstrated using thin stencil membranes. In
summary, the technique presented in this study can be implemented in the electronic fabrication
process on highly unconventional and curved substrates with high precision.
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Placement Of Single Nanowires On Microelectrodes In Target
Plastic Substrate
Introduction
Characterizing electrical properties of individual metal nanowires is a key to the
development of the nanowire electrodes based flexible transparent electronics [228]. Therefore,
alignment and integration of single nanowires into external electrodes formed on plastic
substrates is required [229]. Techniques to align single nanowire for electrical transport
measurements are divided into laser [229, 230], nanomanipulator [231, 232] and microchip
[233] techniques. The optical methods are non-destructive and compatible with various setup
configurations. However, they mostly have a maximum resolution limitation depending on the
light wavelength they use and they also require prefabricated electrical contacts integrated with
the nanowire [230]. Nanomanipulators connected to tungsten and nichrome tips have the ability
to measure the nanowires resistivity within their fabrication template which preserve the
nanowire from oxidation or damage. The nanowire diameter has to be larger than the tip size
and it should be accessible to the tip while the small contact between the nanowire and the tip
increases the contact resistance [232]. Microchips with micro/nanoscale electrodes can
measure the electrical properties of the nanowires with the diameter scales down to few
nanometers. Thus, they are used as the most reliable method to measure the electrical properties
of the nanowires beside their complicated fabrication process [234].
The main three approaches to fabricate contacts to nanowires using microchips are as
follows: The first group disperses the nanowires on an insulating substrate and then makes the
metallic contacts using photolithography [234], focused ion beam (FIB) [235] or electron beam
lithography (EBL) [236]. In this way, the nanowire alignment is not required, however, the
contacts should be aligned with the dispersed single nanowires [237-241]. The fabricated
microchip cannot be reused with this method, and the nanowire as well as the substrate
(especially polymer) might be damaged during the electrodes fabrication (etching, heating,
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etc.) processes [242]. Also the spatial spread of metal (platinum) should be controlled to
prevent making a metallic halo or even a shortcut between the two metal contacts [238]. The
second group uses the electrofluidic alignment of nanowires on prefabricated metal contacts.
The advantage of using this method is producing metal-nanowire contacts without
implementing complicated nanowire/contact alignment processes. The necessity to employ
microfluidics with the electric alignment and a post process (e.g. annealing or metal deposition,
etc.) to increase the metal-nanowire contact are the obstacles of this group [243-245]. The last
group use nanomanipulators usually used inside scanning electron microscope (SEM) in
vacuum to pick and place single nanowires on prefabricated metal electrodes. In this way, high
precision alignment can be employed although the complicated pick and place of the nanowire
is usually combined with the cutting or shortening of the nanowire and an additional metal
deposition is required using the FIB to enhance the electrode-nanowire contact. Thus, high
control over the deposition process is required while the ions (e.g. Ga) in this process can
induce impurity, damage or roughness to the nanowires surface [238, 246].
In order to place a nanowire on the nanochannel flight tube mentioned in the first
chapter and connect it to an electrode pair, a single nanowire alignment and placement
technique into the target nanochannel on plastic substrates is required. Not only the technique
has to be compatible with plastic substrates (containing micro-/nanochannel features) and place
the nanowires in dry medium but the placement accuracy is also important. In this chapter, we
developed a precise alignment, transfer and electrical measurement technique of single
nanowires on prefabricated metallic microelectrodes on flexible and transparent poly methyl
methacrylate (PMMA) substrates. Optical microscope-based observation and alignment in
ambient conditions and reusability of the microchips for connecting to different nanowires
makes the process low cost and high throughput. Also, the thermal transfer of the nanowires
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ensures the full contact between the nanowire and metal electrodes and enables the fabrication
of mechanically/electrically stable and embedded nanowire-microelectrode based electronics.

Experimental
6.2.1. Nanowires fabrication and electromagnetic alignment

FeNiCo composite nanowires were pulsed electrodeposited in a nanoporous alumina
template with 0.2 µm diameter pores and up to 30 µm in length. The nanowires were separated
by dissolving their alumina template in a 2 M NaOH solution overnight and rinsing with water
and ethanol three times. Electromagnetic alignment was used to deposit and align the
nanowires on blank PMMA substrates to improve separation and reorientation of the single
nanowires on a dry medium before using them for the next steps. A 7.5 cm × 3 cm × 1 cm steel
core (µ = 4π × 10-7 H/m, L = 7.5cm, Ms = 1,708,658 Wb/m2) was used to make an
electromagnet. Here, µ, L, and Ms represent permittivity of the vacuum, coiled length of the
electromagnet and spontaneous magnetization of the electromagnet’s core material,
respectively. A tinned copper wire was used to make the number of coils around the core (N =
71). A magnetic field strength of 70 Oe was used to align the nanowires disposed of a 10 µL
nanowire solution from the bottom of the couvette on blank PMMA (2.5×2.5 cm) substrates.
6.2.2. Fabrication of nanochannel on plastic substrate

A nanochannel with ~200 nm diameter and two nanopores ~20 nm diameter was milled
on a silicon substrate using Focused Ion Beam (FIB) in my group. The nanochannel patterns
from the silicon substrate were copied into Poly Urethane Acrylate (PUA) on Polycarbonates
(PC) substrates using Ultraviolet (UV) lithography and then copied from the PUA molds into
Poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) substrates using Nano Imprint Lithography (NIL,
Obducat).
6.2.3. Single nanowires alignment and placement

Figure 6.1 shows the schematics of the alignment process steps of single nanowire on
the nanochannel substrate. After the electromagnetic alignment shown in Figure 6.1(a, b),
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contact between the PMMA and a PDMS substrates was used to transfer the nanowires to the
PDMS substrate shown in Figure 6.1(c). Repeating this process further using new PDMS
substrates helps avoid the nanowires agglomerates or the residual template particles in the
nanowires solution. Figure 6.1(d) shows a single nanowire selected on the PDMS substrate to
align with the nanochannel shown in the Figure 6.1(e). Figure 6.1(f) shows next step in which
the nanowire and nanochannel were aligned using an optical microscope-based alignment
setup. Then, the two PDMS and PMMA substrates were pressed while applying temperature
to the PMMA substrate to transfer the nanowire from the PDMS substrate to the nanochannel
on PMMA substrate. Figure 6.1(g) shows the schematics of this process done by nanoimprint
lithography (Obducat NIL) at 100°C, 45 bar for 5 minutes and demolding at 70°C. After
separation of the PDMS substrate in the last step shown in Figure 6.1(h), the placed single
nanowires were inspected by an optical microscope to obtain the alignment accuracy.

Figure 6.1. Single nanowire alignment process flow (a) electromagnetic alignment, (b) nanowires on
the dried surface after the electromagnetic alignment, (c) nanowires transferred to PDMS substrate,
(d) selected nanowire on the PDMS substrate, (e) nanochannel on PMMA substrate, (f) the alignment
between the nanowire and nanochannel, (g) thermal transfer of the nanowire to the PMMA substrate
and (h) removal of the PDMS substrate and inspection.
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6.2.4. Single nanowire alignment setup and methods
An optical microscope-based nanowire alignment setup was built for the experiments
to allow a high accuracy alignment of single nanowires in ambient conditions. Figure 6.2 (a, b)
show the schematics of the alignment setup and the alignment steps, respectively. The
alignment setup consists of a long distance (1 cm, 40X) objective Nikon microscope, a micropositioning stage (miniature XYZ positioner) [247] and a holder. The micro-positioning stage
consisted of a stationary stage and a moving stage controlled by three piezo driven step motors
in the three (xyz) directions. The stationary stage was installed on the microscope stage which
moves only in z direction. The moving stage held position without power and it had a travel
distance of up to 10 mm with the resolution of 10 nm driven by a USB controller CF30. A steel
rotary disc with 10 mm in diameter was attached to the top surface of the moving stage to add
the rotation freedom to the substrate on the moving stage. The holder substrate was a 76 mm×76
mm flat Teflon plate with 2 mm thickness having a 50mm × 25mm through hole. The holder
could be installed and removed from the microscope stage which moved in xyz directions. Two
PMMA stands made 6 mm space between the microscope moving stage in xyz directions and
the holder bottom surface.
Figure 6.2 (b-e) show the schematics of the process steps to align a nanowire over a
PDMS substrate carried by the moving stage of the positioner with the nanochannel on a
PMMA substrate carried by the holder. The transparent nanochannel PMMA substrate allowed
the observation of the nanowire on the PDMS substrate during the alignment while the PDMS
substrate enabled a temporary PMMA-PDMS bonding after the alignment and before the
thermal transfer of the nanowire to the electrode on PMMA substrate. In the first step of the
alignment, a single nanowire on the PDMS substrate was brought to the focus of the microscope
lens manually by changing the position of the substrate using the positioner moving stage.
Putting the nanowire close to the center of the microscope view simplified finding the nanowire
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in the next steps. In the second step, the electrode substrate was placed on the holder while the
electrodes faced to the nanowire and the two features were aligned by repetitively focusing on
the nanowire and electrodes and moving the microscope and micro-positioner moving stages.
After that, the nanowire and the electrode substrates were brought into contact with each other
by elevating the positioner moving stage in the third step. A proper alignment was achieved by
repeating the second and third steps. In the last step, the holder was removed and the PMMA
and PDMS substrates were temporarily bonded by slightly pressing the two substrates between
the microscope lens (or nosepiece) and micro-positioner moving stage.

Figure 6.2. Schematics of the microscope alignment (a) setup, (b) zoom on the nanowire, (c) zoom on
the nanochannel, (d) zoom on the nanowire after putting on the nanochannel and (e) gently press the
two substrates between the microscope head and positioner moving stage.

Results and discussion
6.3.1. Nanowire alignment
The microscope alignment setup and the optical micrographs of a nanowire and a
nanochannel during the alignment are shown in Figure 6.3 (a-d). (a) shows the alignment setup
consisting of the top substrate on the holder over the microscope stage and bottom substrate
with the rotary disc on the positioner moving stage. Figures 6.3(b-d) show a nanowire and a
nanochannel optical micrographs at the microscope alignment stages shown in the Figure 6.2.
The nanowire and nanochannel positions (or relative positions) were highlighted by red ovals
and yellow lines in these figures. Figure 6.3(b) shows the nanowire on PDMS substrate placed
on the positioner moving stage. Since the nanochannel substrate was located between the
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microscope objective and the nanowire, the image is not fully clear. The micrograph of the
nanochannel from the back side of the substrate is shown in the Figure 6.3(c). Figures 6.3(b,
c) show the nanowire and nanochannel before bonding and Figure 6.3(d) shows the nanowire
and nanochannel in contact with each other after bonding (gently pressing) the two substrates.
From the optical micrograph shown in Figure 6.3(b), one could barely identify whether this is
one nanowire or two nanowires attached to each other. Also, the visibility of the nanowire in
the Figure 6.3(d) was low after bonding the two substrates. Using a higher resolution long
distance objective and looking at the nanowires through the PDMS substrate after the bonding
could be the possible solution for the first and second problems.

Figure 6.3. (a) microscope alignment setup and optical micrographs of (b) an FeNiCo nanowire on
PDMS (bottom) substrate, (c) nanochannel on (top) PMMA substrate and (d) the nanowire and
nanochannel after temporary bonding between the PDMS and PMMA substrates.

6.3.2. Nanowires alignment accuracy
The accuracy of the nanowires placement was measured from twelve nanowires aligned
using the technique explained in the Figure 6.4. Figure 6.4 shows the schematics of the a perfect
and an imperfect nanowire alignment (a) and two sample nanowires with rotational (b) and
translational (c) misalignments. In the Figure 6.4(a) a perfect alignment was defined as the
nanowire center on the nanochannel and 90° angle between the nanowire and the nanochannel
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directions. Thus, assuming the nanowire length (LN), and the angle between the nanowire and
nanochannel (θ) and distance of the nanowire center from the nanochannel (d), the translational
and rotational misalignments were defined by (d) and (90-θ), respectively. The translational
misalignment can be defined by (d/ (LN/2)) ×100 in percent of the total length of the nanowire.
The translational and rotational misalignments calculated for twelve nanowire samples were
3.9 µm ± 2.8 µm and 3.3º ± 2.9º, respectively. The translational misalignments of 25% of the
nanowires were below 1µm and 33.33% of the nanowires had no rotational misalignment,
which make this technique a viable alternative for the submicron alignment of the nanowire.

Figure 6.4. (a) Schematics of the perfect and imperfect alignment definition, (b) Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) image of a nanowire transferred with rotational misalignment and (c) SEM image
of a nanowire transferred with translational misalignment. The insets show the magnified images of
the nanowires at the intersection with the nanochannel.

6.3.3. Optimizing nanowires transfer rate vs temperature
In order to determine the proper temperature for the thermal bonding process shown in
Figure 6.1(g), we studied the success rate of the aligned transfer of the nanowires to the
nanochannel at four different temperatures. Figure 6.5 shows the results of this study for four
temperature groups in which three samples were used. The imprinting pressure and time were
35 bar and 5 min for all samples. At 70ºC no nanowire was transferred to the target nanochannel
and at 80ºC the transfer was successful only for one sample out of four trials. At 90ºC and
110ºC the aligned nanowire was transferred to the target nanochannel for all samples. However,
at 110ºC, where the PMMA substrate passed the glass transition temperature, the nanochannel
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was deformed. Therefore, the 90ºC was selected as the suitable temperature for the thermal
transfer process without damaging the nanochannel structure.

Figure 6.5. The success rate (ratio of the number of nanowires transferred to the total number of
nanowires) of the thermal transfer at different transfer temperatures.

6.3.4. Transferred nanowire and nanochannel configuration
Figure 6.6(a, b) and their insets show the magnified SEM images of the top and side
views of an aligned nanowire which was transferred to the nanochannel substrate with the
thermal imprinting conditions of 90ºC, 35 bar and 5 min. The images show that the nanowire
consisted of more than one nanowire attached to each other from sides and tails. Also, they
show that the placement technique pressed a 600 nm diameter nanowire ~44 nm into the
nanochannel. Therefore, it can be used to fabricate nanowire based partially embedded
nanoelectrodes. From the SEM images observations, the nanochannel had no deformation
during the thermal transfer that is required for the fabrication of the nanoelectrode integrated
with the nanofludics.

Conclusion
A facile technique to align and place single nanowires from a source substrate to a
nanoscale feature on plastic substrates with micron level accuracy was introduced. Compared
to the alignment methods in the literature in SEM chambers that required automated
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manipulators and vacuum conditions [238, 246], this technique performed the alignment in
ambient conditions providing the ability to observe the nanochannel and nanowire in each step
during the alignment. Using this technique, the average translational and rotational
misalignments of the nanowires were less than 4 µm and 4°, respectively. Submicron
translational alignment accuracy for 25% of the nanowires and perfect rotational alignment for
33.33% of the nanowires was observed using this technique. The transfer success rate of the
nanowire increased by increasing the temperature. However, using high temperatures could
damage the nanochannel features on the target substrates. This technique has the potential to
integrate nanoelectrodes with the nanofluidic structures on plastic substrates with high
throughput.

Figure 6.6. SEM images of the nanowire-nanochannel configurations from (a) top and (b) side views.
Insets show the magnified images of the nanowire at the intersection with the nanochannel.
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Control Of Electrical Properties Via Single Core-Shell
Nanowires
Introduction
Transparent and flexible electronics are the crucial elements of smart phones/glass,
touch screens, liquid crystal display (LCD), organic light-emitting diodes (OLED) and
transparent electrodes [248, 249]. Indium Tin Oxide (ITO), a conventional material used as
transparent conductor, is a fragile and expensive material with restricted resources [250]. Other
alternatives such as conducting polymers [251], carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [252] and graphene
[253] which provide higher mechanical flexibility and durability, are not capable of carrying
high currents and similar performance to those of ITO [228]. Metal nanowires which can be
divided into homogenous and heterogeneous nanowires based on their material structure, are
great alternatives to the above mentioned transparent conductors because of their high
performance (electrical conductivity, mechanical strength, oxidation/corrosion tolerance, etc.)
[254] and transfer rate controllability to the final device substrate [228]. Among the
homogenous nanowires, silver nanowires have excellent flexibility as well as electrical and
optical properties [255, 256] but they are limited to low availability, high cost [228] and low
controllability over the mechanical strength [257]. On the other side, copper nanowires are
more available and less expensive than the silver nanowires among the homogenous nanowires
[258, 259]. While their electrical conductivity is only 6% less than silver nanowires [254], the
main disadvantage of using the copper nanowires is their high oxidation and corrosion potential
which leads to elevated electrical resistance [260]. Heterogeneous or core-shell nanowires can
provide the benefits of more than one homogenous nanowire material and reveal unique
properties to solve the drawbacks of the homogenous nanowires [79]. For example, silver core
silver-palladium shell nanowires have higher mechanical strength than the one of silver
nanowires which makes the nanowire more resistant to breakage or bending. While the length
of the current nanowires of this type is still limited to 20 µm, their core material mostly (92.2%)
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consists of silver which makes their price as high as the homogenous silver nanowires [261].
Another example of core shell nanowires is copper-graphene nanowires which are more
resistant to oxidation and their electrical properties are superior to those of copper nanowires.
The high synthesis temperature of the graphene using thermal chemical vapor deposition limits
the fabrication process of these nanowires to low temperature chemical vapor deposition but
the core shell nanowire still oxidizes with a lower rate (9% increased resistivity in a month)
[262]. Copper-aluminum doped zinc oxide (AZO) core-shell nanowires use a conformal metal
oxide coating (AZO) using atomic layer deposition (ALD). Although the conformal coating
enhances the nanowires tolerance against oxidation, the electrical resistance of the assembled
nanowires device increases by 18% at higher temperatures. Also the mechanical strength of
these nanowires was not improved by the coating thus deformed and connected nanowires were
observed [263]. As the last example of core-shell nanowires, the copper-copper nickel coreshell nanowires has the highest endurance against oxidation than the above copper core
nanowire examples. The complicated solution based processes including the electroless plating
and dip coating as well as the nanowires length limitation to 20 µm are the downsides of these
nanowires [260].
The nanowires used as transverse nanoelectrodes for the nanochannel-nanopores device
explained in the first chapter should have enough mechanical strength (hardness) and
controllable electrical resistance to control the total resistance of the sensing circuits of the final
device. Thus, a core-shell nanowire with a mechanically strong core and a highly conductive
and chemically stable shell is required. In this chapter, we introduced a novel iron-nickelcobalt-gold (FeNiCo-Au) core-shell nanowire with high mechanical strength and electrical
transport properties. While the iron-nickel-cobalt core maintains the high mechanical strength
of the iron, nickel and cobalt alloys (around two times higher than the one for the highly
conductive materials e.g. gold, silver and copper), the gold shell provides a high electrical
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conductivity (ITO level performance [228]) and endurance against oxidation and corrosion.
Thus, the iron nickel cobalt nanowire with gold shell is one of the best choices to fabricate long
and mechanically stable nanowires with high electrical conductivity. More importantly, the
resistivity calculation of the shell segment of the new core-shell nanowires introduces an
efficient method to measure the electrical resistivity of very thin (or different thicknesses) metal
shells on these nanowires. The significance of such measurement determining the electrical
properties of the gold coated nanowires and at the same time dependence of the metallic
nanowires electrical [264-266] and mechanical [267-270] properties on their diameter and the
very challenging processes of fabrication, manipulation and resistivity measurement of very
thin nanowires (less than 10 nm diameter).

Experimental
7.2.1. FeNiCo and FeNiCo-Au nanowires fabrication and preparation
Two sets of FeNiCo and two sets of FeNiCo-Au nanowires were fabricated for these
experiments. The first group were fabricated for the initial electrical characterization of the
core-shell nanowires while the second group were aimed toward finding the optimized
conditions of the Au deposition on the core-shell nanowires. Figure 7.1 (a-c) show the
schematics of the process steps to fabricate the FeNiCo and FeNiCo-Au nanowires. An oxide
layer was formed and thickened over the FeNiCo nanowires when they were exposed to NaOH
solution and air before electrical measurements. Likewise, an oxide layer was initiated on the
FeNiCo nanowires before coating the gold shell. Therefore, the thickness of the oxide layer
between the FeNiCo core and gold shell was presumably less than the one on the FeNiCo
nanowires before the electrical measurement.
The first group of FeNiCo composite nanowires with 0.2 µm diameter and up to 40 µm
length were fabricated by pulse electrodeposition and grown in a porous alumina template.
Details of the electrodeposition process can be found in [271]. After the electrodeposition, the
alumina template was dissolved by soaking the template in 2 M NaOH solution within a
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couvette overnight. The nanowires were then rinsed with NaOH, water and ethanol three times.
After dissolving the alumina template, the nanowires were kept in ethanol to prevent oxidation.
Some of the nanowires were broken during the preparation process, so that the nanowires had
different lengths. For the FeNiCo-Au core-shell nanowires the same procedure was followed
by removing the ethanol, soaking the nanowires in a 1:3 gold to DI water solution and
centrifuge at 3000 rpm for 3 minutes. The gold solution was removed, and the nanowires were
kept in ethanol afterwards.
The second group of FeNiCo nanowires were fabricated in alumina template with the
pore diameter of 200 nm in which the nanowires were grown up to 60 µm length using DC
electrodeposition (V= -1.19 V) in an electrolyte solution (containing 0.72 M NiSO4, 0.155 M
FeSO4, 0.005 M CoSO4, 0.5 M H3BO3, 0.011 M C6H8O6, 0.001 M Sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS))
for around 6800s. Based on XRD data, the FeNiCo nanowires prepared in this way include
(68±3% Fe, 29±2% Ni and 3±0.1% Co) in their structure. Figure 7.1(c) shows the nanowires
after the dissolution of their alumina template in 2 M NaOH overnight followed by additional
rinsing in NaOH, water and ethanol for three times. Like the first group, because of the presence
of the oxygen molecules in the NaOH etchant solution, a thin layer of oxide was grown on the
FeNiCo nanowires after dissolution of their template. However, we refer to FeNiCo-Oxide
core-shell nanowires as pure FeNiCo nanowires in the continue of the chapter. It should be
mentioned that removal of the oxide layer from the FeNiCo nanowires was almost an
impossible task because of the difficulties of the etching control of the oxide layer by the
common etchants (e.g. HF based or chloride-based etchants). The FeNiCo nanowires were
coated with Au shell after dipping in 0.01 M KAuCl4 solution for which the pH was controlled
by adding HCl. For these experiments, the pH of the solution and the dipping time were
variables to find the optimum Au coating conditions that will be explained in the continue of
this chapter.
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Figure 7.1. The fabrication flow of FeNiCo-Au nanowires starting with (a) gold sputtered alumina
porous membrane, then electrodeposition into the membrane which produces (b) FeNiCo nanowire
inside the membrane pores. Removal of the membrane by NaOH provides the (c) separated FeNiCo
nanowires with thin oxide layer with a zoomed in cross section inset followed by dipping the
separated nanowires in KAuCl4 which fabricates the (d) FeNiCo-Au nanowires with a zoomed in
cross section inset.

7.2.2. Microelectrodes fabrication on plastic substrates
We used stencil lithography by the polymer masks to fabricate microelectrode arrays
on the PMMA substrates. This allowed a facile fabrication of microelectrodes on PMMA
substrate without damaging the substrates (e.g. changing the transparency of the PMMA).
Figure 6.1 of the supporting information shows the schematics and the corresponding optical
images of the process. A membrane was fabricated by photolithography on SU8 resist over a
thin layer (250 nm) of water soluble resist (Dextran) over silicon wafer. A piece of thermal
release tape (Nitto Denko, No3198MS) was used to transfer the membrane to a PMMA
substrate after dissolution of Dextran in water. The thermal release tape was detached from the
membrane by heating followed by a thin (~50 nm) platinum deposition and membrane lift-off.
7.2.3. Single nanowire electrical transport measurement
The schematics of the electrical transport measurement process steps of single nanowire
beginning from the electromagnetic alignment of nanowires on PMMA substrates are shown
in Figure 7.2. Figure 7.2(a) shows the electromagnetic alignment of the nanowires on a blank
substrate followed by drying their ethanol solution shown in the Figure 7.2(b). Figure 7.2(c)
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shows the nanowires on PMMA substrate contact transferred to a PDMS substrates. This
process helps to avoid the dusts and nanowires agglomerates (from the nanowires solution) on
the PMMA substrate and achieve more single nanowires on the PDMS substrate. Figure 7.2(d)
shows a single nanowire on the PDMS substrate selected to align on the microelectrodes on
the PMMA substrate shown in the Figure 7.2(e). In the next step shown in the Figure 7.2(f),
the nanowire and the nanochannel were aligned using the microscope alignment. Then, the
nanowire was thermally transferred from the PDMS substrate to the electrodes on PMMA
substrate by nanoimprint lithography (Obducat NIL) at 100°C, 45 bar for 5 minutes and
demolding at 70°C shown in the Figure 7.2(g). Figure 7.2(h) shows the voltammetry of the
nanowire-electrodes on the PMMA substrate obtained by connecting the electrodes contact
pads (shown in the Figure 6.3(h)) to the working electrodes of a DY2300 series potentiostat
connected to a desktop computer. Four nanowires samples from FeNiCo and FeNiCo-Au (from
each set) nanowires fabricated by different conditions were chosen for these electrical
measurements.

Figure 7.2. The schematics of the electrical transport measurement process steps of a single nanowire
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7.2.4. Nanowires thermal transfer method
Figure 7.3 shows the schematics of the thermal transfer of a single nanowire before (a)
and after (b) transfer to platinum electrodes on the PMMA substrate and the SEM images of
the transferred single FeNiCo (c) and FeNiCo-Au (d) nanowires. The insets in the Figures 7.3
(c, d) show the magnified images of the contact region of the nanowires with the
microelectrodes. Figures 7.3(c, d) show that both FeNiCo and FeNiCo-Au nanowires partially
bent and fixed into the PMMA or electrode substrate by applying high pressure and temperature
close to the one of the PMMA glass transition. This reduced the effects of contact resistance
[272] and ensured the proper contact between the nanowires and microelectrodes. Partially
bending the nanowires on the electrode substrates using ultrasonic techniques were reported in
the literature to enhance the electrical contact between the carbon nanotubes and electrodes
[273]. Thus, the thermal transfer ensures an electrically and mechanically stable contact
between the single nanowire and metal electrodes on PMMA while measuring the electrical
transport through the single nanowires. This property of the thermal transfer technique is very
important for the nanosensor applications.

Figure 7.3. Schematics of the (a) FeNiCo and FeNiCo-Au nanowires and (b) thermal transfer of a
single nanowire to platinum electrodes on a PMMA substrate.
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Results and discussion
7.3.1. Nanowires 2-probe resistance measurement methodology
In order to measure the electrical transport through each nanowire composition
(FeNiCo and FeNiCo-Au) with different fabrication condition, four nanowire samples from the
same condition were connected to different microelectrode arrays on PMMA substrates. The
electrical measurements were performed for each sample before and after connecting the
nanowire. Figure 7.4 shows the (a) schematics and (b) equivalent circuit of an electrode pair
(ABCDE1, ABCDE2) on PMMA connected to a nanowire (blue line). The contact pads (A1,
A2, E1, E2) shown in Figure 7.4 (a) were used to connect the microelectrodes to the working
electrodes of the potentiostat and measure the electrical voltammetry of the electrodes and the
nanowire. An applied voltage from –0.5V to 0.5 with the resolution of 10-9V was applied while
the current was recorded for each measurement. Each measurement was repeated four times by
connecting and disconnecting the working electrodes to contact pads to calculate the
experiment errors from the voltammetry measurements. In the Figure 7.4(b), R represents the
electrical resistance of each circuit, RNW_2P is the 2-probe (2P) measured resistance of the
nanowires using the microelectrodes of Figure 7.4 (a) which can be calculated from the
equation (1):
RNW_2P = RNW + 2RC

(1)

In which, Rc is the contact resistance between the nanowire and the microelectrodes and
can be derived from the equation (2) based on the transmission line model (TLM) [273]:
RC = LT RS cotanh (L/LT)/(LW)

(2)

In which, LT represents the contact transfer length, RS is the sheet resistance of the metal
underneath the nanowire. L and LW are the length and width of the nanowire contacts with the
electrodes. Together with the nanowires thermal transfer method, the higher ratio of the
nanowire contact length with the electrodes to the nanowire total length (100×L/LNW>60%)
reduced the effects of the contact resistance to a minimum value [274, 275].
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Using the equations (3), we performed four measurements to calculate the nanowires
2-probe resistance:
VAi-Ej/ IAi-Ej= RAi-Ej
(3)
RAi-Ej = RABCi+ RCDEj+(RNW_2P (if i ≠ j)),

i , j=1,2

In which, VAi-Ej and IAi-Ej is the voltage and corresponding current read from the
voltammetry results between electrode contact pads Ai and Ej. The resistance between the Ai
and Ej contact pads is shown by RAi-Ej. The resistance of the segments ABCi and CDEj of the
electrodes are shown by RABCi and RCDEj, respectively. In the equations (3), the resistance of
the nanowire (RNW) presented only if i ≠ j. By simplifying these equations, one could calculate
the resistance of the nanowire using four measurements from the equation (4):
RNW_2P=VA1-E2/ IA1-E2+ VA2-E1/ IA2-E1– VA1-E1/ IA1-E1– VA2-E2/ IA2-E2

(4)

Using equation (4) allowed us to eliminate the effects of electrodes resistances and their
defects from the measured 2-probe resistance of the nanowires.

Figure 7.4. (a) Schematic configuration of an electrode pair (ABCDE1, ABCDE2) and the connected
nanowire (blue line) and (b) their equivalent resistance circuit.
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7.3.2. First group nanowires 2-probe resistance and errors
The resistance RNW_2P of the first group of FeNiCo-Au and FeNiCo nanowires were
calculated from the equation (4). Table 6.1 shows the summary of the geometries and 2-probe
resistance of the individual nanowire samples of this group. The nanowires geometry errors
(e.g. diameter and lengths) were measured from the SEM images and the 2-probe resistance
errors were driven from the several measurements of the same nanowire 2-probe resistance.
The contact lengths of the nanowires with the electrodes and their percentages to the nanowires
total length were reported in this table. Sample 1 and 4 of FeNiCo-Au nanowires consisted two
parallel attached nanowires which were considered as parallel resistors in the calculations.
Overall, the geometry errors of the nanowires diameter and length between the two electrodes
remained below 5% and 7% and the measured 2-probe resistance errors were below 1% for all
samples except for the outlier. Also, the contact length percentage of the nanowires which
remained above 75% for most of the samples and 60% for all of them guaranteed the minimal
contact resistance effects on the measured 2-probe resistance based on the transmission line
model (TLM) for nanowires and one dimensional metallic contacts [274-277].
7.3.3. First group FeNiCo nanowires equivalent resistivity and errors
For the nanowires with diameters over 100 nm the electrons flow is more homogenous
that the nanowires with thinner diameters, thus their resistivity can be calculated similar to the
resistivity of the bulk materials [278]. Similar calculation was used for the FeNiCo nanowires
used here since their diameters were above 150 nm. Thus, the equivalent resistivity of each
FeNiCo (containing oxide) nanowire from the nanowires 2-probe resistance RNW_2P was
calculated from the equation (5):
ρEq1= RNW_2P× (πdNW2/(4 LNW))

(5)

In this equation, ρEq1, RNW_2P, dNW and LNW are the equivalent resistivity, 2-probe
resistance, diameter and length of the FeNiCo nanowire between the two electrodes,
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respectively. In order to find the error of the calculated equivalent resistivity, we had to
consider the errors in the measurement of dNW, LNW and RNW_2P.
Table 7.1. Summary of the FeNiCo and FeNiCo-Au nanowires geometries (diameter and length) and
contact lengths with the electrodes and their percentages and their calculated 2-probe resistance and
errors shown in the [].
Diameter
[error] (nm)

Length
between
electrode pair
[error] (µm)

Contact
length
(µm)

**

ratio (%)

Resistance
[error] (Ω)

*

164 [±6]

7.25 [±0.2]

31.86

82

359 [±0.8]

2

239 [±5]

10.37 [±0.7]

16.88

62

4018 [±2.1]

3

208 [±7]

7.32 [±0.4]

26.13

78

1086 [±2.8]

*

195 [±6]

7.31 [±0.4]

31.07

81

3091 [±1.9]

202 ± 31

8.06 ± 1.5

26.50 ±
6.89

76 ± 9

2139 ± 1704

1

308 [±12]

8.55 [±0.3]

13.86

62

3972 [±7.2]

2

203 [±4]

8.16 [±0.5]

19.70

71

7199 [±5.8]

***

220 [±5]

5.50 [±0.3]

16.45

75

14366
[±237.0]

263 [±11]

7.83 [±0.3]

13.02

62

4693 [±8.5]

258 ± 53

8.18 ± 0.36

15.50 ±
3.64

65 ± 5

5288 ± 1694

Sample
#

1

FeNiCoAu

4
Average

Contact
length

FeNiCo
3

4
Average

* Consist of two parallel nanowires attached together.
** Contact length ratio=(contact length)/(contact length + length between electrode pair)
*** Outlier, removed from the averaging and further analysis.

The source of error in the measurement of dNW came from the variation of the nanowire
diameter along the length of the nanowire and the clarity of the SEM images while for the LNW
measurements the errors were because of electrode edge roughness as well as the bending of
the nanowire between the two electrodes. Also, the error origins in RNW_2P measurement were
mainly because of the connection of the potentiostat working electrodes and the microelectrodes. For each of these parameters, the error was calculated by subtraction of the
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maximum value from the average value of that parameter. Using the above process, one could
calculate the error of the nanowire resistivity measurement from the equation (4):
∆ρ/01 = 2(

∂ρ45/01
∂ρ45/01
∂ρ45/01
∆R45_ 7 ) + (
∆d45 ) + (
∆L45 )
∂R45_ 7
∂d45
∂L45

(6)

In which ΔρEq1, ΔdNW, ΔLNW and ΔRNW_2P were the errors in the nanowire resistivity,
diameter and length between the electrodes and resistance measurements, respectively.
Equation (4) could be simplified as equation (5):
∆ρ/01 = 2(

9d45
∆R 45_ 7 ) + (R 45_
4L45

7

9d45
∆d ) + (−R45_
2L45 45

7

9d45
4L45

∆L45 )

(7)

The effects of bending or the surface morphology of the nanowires on the resistivity
value of the nanowires were the additional sources of the uncertainties in the resistivity
calculations which were not considered in the equation (7).
Using the equations (3, 7)), the equivalent resistivity value of the FeNiCo nanowires
and their errors were calculated. Table 7.2 shows the results of these calculations. The
equivalent resistivity value of sample 3 of the FeNiCo nanowires was an outlier comparing to
the other samples of the same nanowire type, therefore this sample was removed from our
future analysis. The average resistivity value was two orders of magnitude higher than the bulk
resistivity of Fe, Ni, Co and Au [279]. This is because of the increased resistivity of nanowires
than the bulk materials due to the scattering of the electrons from the nanowire boundaries
[265] (surfaces), variation of the number of grain boundaries depending on the nanowire
dimensions and possible impurities of the nanowire [280, 281].
7.3.4. First group FeNiCo-Au nanowires Au shell thickness and resistivity
For the thin FeNiCo-Au nanowire, the electron transport through the thin Au layer
(<100 nm) is not similar to bulk materials and follows the Samble’s model [228]. In order to
find the electrical resistivity and thickness of the Au shell of the FeNiCo-Au core-shell
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nanowire, one could consider this nanowire as two parallel nanowires (electrical resistors)
which include the FeNiCo core covered with a thin oxide layer and the Au shell. Figure 7.5(a)
shows the FeNiCo-Au nanowires core and shell segments schematics and Figure 7.5(b) shows
the nanowire and FeNiCo and Au segments equivalent 2-probe resistance with their relative
relationships. Figure 7.5 shows the FeNiCo and oxide core by index “NW1” and it shows the
FeNiCo-Au nanowire by index “NW2” which is used in the continue of this chapter.
Table 7.2. Summary of the equivalent resistivity of the first group FeNiCo nanowires.

ρ/01

-5

Sample #

Resistivity (10 Ω.cm) [error]

1

346 [±29.6]

2

285 [±20.8]

4

326 [±30.0]

Average

319 [±31.1]

Figure 7.5. (a) Schematics of the core and shell segments of the FeNiCo-Au nanowires and their 2probe electrical resistance relationship and (b) their equivalent electrical resistance circuit with
segments as parallel resistors.

Using the equivalent resistance for parallel resistors shown in the Figure 7.5(b),
equation (3) and simplifying, the resistivity of the Au shell is driven from the equation (5):
d45
ρ<=(>) = 9 ?

− @d45 − d<=(>A1) B
L45
C/?
4
R45 _
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7

−

9@d45 − d<=(>A1) B
C
4ρ/01

(8)

In which, d NW2 and L NW2 are the diameter and length of the FeNiCo-Au nanowire,
respectively, RNW2_2P is the 2-probe resistance of the FeNiCo-Au “NW2” nanowire and ρEq1 is
the equivalent resistivity of the FeNiCo and oxide core “NW1”. The dAu(n-1) denotes the
equivalent diameter (or two times of the thickness) of the Au shell which is unknown together
with the ρAu(n) which represents the resistivity of the Au shell. Thus, ρAu(n) and dAu(n-1) in the
Equation (8) should be defined using an iterative approach in which “n” represents the number
of iteration. The iterative steps to solve the Equation (8) are as follows:
1. In the first step, we calculated the Au resistivity (ρAu(1)) for each sample from an initial
equivalent diameter guess (dAu(0)) for the Au layer (initial guess was 50 nm for all of
the samples based on the SEM image measurements) using the equation (8).
2. Then, we calculated the Au equivalent diameter (dAu) from the average values of the
new resistivity (ρAu(1)) for all of the FeNiCo-Au nanowire samples using the Sambles
model [282] which predicts the electrical resistivity of the gold nanowires by changing
their diameter. Figure 7.7 shows the best curve (an exponential decay with five
parameters) fitted to the replot of this model for the resistivity versus diameter [228]
used for this estimation.

Figure 7.6. Replot of Samble’s model and fitted curve formula.
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3. Lastly, we repeated the first and second steps to find the values of converged equivalent
diameter (dAu(n-1)) and average resistivity (ρAu(n)) of the gold shell for the FeNiCo-Au
nanowire samples.
Using the above procedure, the Au layer average resistivity and equivalent diameter
converged within nine iterations to 4.1 10-5 Ω.cm and 6.2 nm, respectively. This resistivity
value was similar to the one 4.63 10-5 Ω.cm for rectangular (40 × 33 nm) Au nanowire in
literature [283]. The dimensions of the nanowire in the literature was significantly larger than
the one of the Au shell measured here although the resistivity values were similar. The main
reason could be attributed to the higher efficiency of the shell Au layer comparing with the Au
nanowire in terms of electrical conductivity because the electrons begin to path through the
perimeter of the nanowires of these dimensions [280].
7.3.5. First group FeNiCo-Au nanowires segments current transport
Having the average equivalent resistivity of the FeNiCo nanowires with oxide coating
and the average resistivity and the equivalent diameter of the Au layer of the FeNiCo-Au
nanowires, we calculated the FeNiCo-Au nanowires core and shell segments contribution in
transferring the electrical current through the nanowire. We calculated these values from the
equations (9) by assuming a 0.5V applied voltage to the two ends of the nanowires and
compared them with the current passing through a hypothetical pure Au nanowire with the
same dimensions:
I<= FGHI =
I'H4 &K =

9@d45

V

V
4ρ<= L45
− (d45 − d<= ) B

4ρ'H4 &K L45
9(d45 − d<= )

I<= ILMHN =

(9)

V
4ρ<= L45
9d45
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In equations (9), ρAu and dAu and ρFeNiCo were the average values of converged resistivity
and equivalent diameter of the Au shell and the average equivalent resistivity of FeNiCo
nanowires. Table 7.3 shows the summary of the currents passing through each segment of the
samples 1, 3 and 4 of the FeNiCo-Au nanowires and their equivalent hypothetical pure Au
nanowires. The percentage of current passing through each segment was shown for individual
core-shell nanowires. A significantly higher percentage of the Au layer contribution above 80%
in transferring current for all of the core-shell nanowire samples (84% average) demonstrated
the key role of the Au shell in the control of the electrical transport through the FeNiCo-Au
nanowires. The low standard deviation of this percentage less than 2% showed the consistency
of the above controllability of Au shell. The current transport through the hypothetical pure Au
nanowire were two to three orders of magnitude higher than the ones through individual
FeNiCo-Au nanowires segments. This demonstrates the ability of the FeNiCo-Au nanowires
to control the amount of the current transport through them by varying their composition (e.g.
Au layer thickness) in comparison with the homogenous nanowires.
Table 7.3. The summary of the currents and their percentages () passing through each segment of the
samples 1, 3 and 4 of the FeNiCo-Au nanowires and their equivalent hypothetical pure Au nanowires.

I (10-5A)

Average

Sample

Au

FeNiCo

Au

1

13.2 (86%)

2.1 (14%)

2430

3

33.3 (83%)

6.9 (17%)

7740

4

46.8 (84%)

9.0 (16%)

10210

84±1.5%

16±1.5%

100%

7.3.6. Second group FeNiCo nanowires Au shell deposition optimization
In order to study the optimum Au shell coating conditions on FeNiCo nanowires and
compare the results with pure FeNiCo nanowires, we prepared five samples with the similar
process explained above. Sample (S1) was the pure FeNiCo nanowires while samples (S2) and
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(S3) were the FeNiCo nanowires dipped in the KAuCl4 (pH=2.8) for 30 min and 60 min,
respectively. For the samples (S4) and (S5), the dipping time in the KAuCl4 solution was kept
as a constant while the pH of the solution was change to 2 and 1, respectively. Thus, we were
able to observe the effects of changing the time and pH of the KAuCl4 solution on the Au shell
coating over the FeNiCo nanowires using the samples (S1) to (S5). Four single nanowire
specimens were chosen from the five samples (S1) to (S5) for the electrical measurements.
Electrical measurements were performed on all of these twenty specimens to calculate the 2probe resistance and the equivalent resistivity of the nanowires with the same procedure
explained before. The summary of the equivalent resistivity statistics of the samples (S1) to
(S5) are presented in the Figure 7.7. The equivalent resistivity values of the (S2) were (~50%)
smaller than the one for the reference sample (S1) while these values were larger for the
samples (S3) to (S5) than the reference samples. This indicates a successful Au shell coating
on the FeNiCo nanowires using the (S2) conditions (highest pH=2.8 and lowest dipping
time=30 min). However, the dipping in the solution with conditions at the same pH=2.8 and
longer time (60 min) for (S3) or lower pH=2 (S4), 1 (S5) and same time (30 min) were
unsuccessful to coat a homogenous shell around the FeNiCo nanowires. This can be attributed
to the fact that dipping the FeNiCo nanowires into the KAuCl4 solution for long time or low
pH does not help to substitute Au molecules on the surface of the nanowires. In fact, such
dipping conditions may corrode the nanowires surface and result in a composition change or
roughness increase over the nanowires surfaces. Therefore, the dipping condition of the (S2)
was the most proper condition for coating Au shell around the FeNiCo nanowires based on the
electrical measurements.
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Figure 7.7. Statistic summary for the equivalent resistivity of the twenty individual nanowire
specimens from the samples (S1) to (S5). The error bars show one standard deviation of the data of
the four nanowire specimens of each sample (S1) to (S5).

7.3.7. Second group FeNiCo-Au nanowires segments current transport
Using the iterative approach, we calculated the approximate equivalent diameter (or
two times of the thickness) and the resistivity of the Au shell for the nanowires second group
FeNiCo-Au nanowires (S2). After twenty iterations, the Au shell thickness was estimated to be
~12.8 nm with the resistivity of ~1.02×10-5 Ω.cm. By using these values and assuming the
FeNiCo-Au nanowire core and shell as serial resistors, we calculated the current passing
individually through the core and shell of the nanowires and compared them with the ones for
a pure Au nanowire with the same outer diameter as the one of the core-shell nanowires. Similar
to the first group nanowires 0.5 V electric potential was assumed at the two ends of the
nanowires. Table 7.4 shows the summary of these currents. The percentages of the currents
passing through either the core or the shell of each specimen are also presented. Overall for the
FeNiCo-Au nanowires, the current mostly (56% average) passed through the Au shell
consistently (only 2% standard deviation). This is due to the consistent coating of the thin (~13
nm) Au shell with low resistivity (~1×10-5 Ω.cm) for the four FeNiCo-Au nanowire specimens
of (S2) comparing to the thick (~253 nm average) FeNiCo core with high equivalent resistivity
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(~12×10-5 Ω.cm). The currents passing through the core-shell nanowire, its core or its shell are
one order of magnitude smaller than a pure Au nanowire (335×10-5 versus 3470×10-5,
respectively) with the same dimensions. The above properties enable one to control the
resistivity value of the entire core-shell nanowire within a wide range by changing the thickness
of the Au coating. Even though the second group FeNiCo-Au nanowires fabricated using
different conditions from the first group, the higher thickness of the Au shell of the second
group (~13 nm) compared to the one of the first group (~6 nm) shows the successful Au shell
increment by increasing the FeNiCo nanowire dip time in the Au solution (3 min to 30 min,
respectively).
Table 7.4. Summary of the current values and percentages passing through each nanowires specimen
of the second group FeNiCo-Au nanowires (S2).

I

Sample #

Au

FeNiCo

Au nanowire

1

270 (55%)

220 (45%)

2830

2

380 (53%)

340 (47%)

4350

3

310 (57%)

230 (43%)

2970

4

380 (57%)

280 (43%)

3730

56±2 %

44±2%

(10-5A)

Average

7.3.8. Second group FeNiCo and FeNiCo-Au nanowires morphology
Figure 7.2 shows the scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of the nanowires in bunch
(top figures) and the individual nanowires (bottom figures) placed on separate microelectrodes
on polymer (PMMA) substrates for the electrical measurements. The insets in the bottom
figures show the magnified SEM of the single nanowires surfaces. The SEM images of the
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nanowires in bunch in this figure show that increasing the nanowires exposure time to the
KAuCl4 solution or decreasing the pH of the solution increased the gold particles agglomerates
on the nanowires. On the other side, the SEM images of the individual nanowires show an
increase of the nanowires surface roughness almost only for the dipping in the KAuCl4 solution
with lowest pH values (S5). These results are in conjugate with the electrical measurements
demonstrating successful Au coating of (S2).

Figure 7.8. SEM of the (S1) pure FeNiCo nanowires and FeNiCo nanowires dipped in KAuCl4 (S2)
pH=2.8 for 30 min, (S3) pH=2.8 for 60 min, (S4) pH=2.0 for 30 min, (S5) pH=1.0 for 30 min. The top
images show the nanowires in bunches while the bottom figures show the individual nanowires placed
on the electrodes on plastic substrates. The insets in the bottom figures show the magnified images of
the individual nanowires end points.

Conclusion
A new FeNiCo-Au core-shell nanowire with enhanced electrical, mechanical and
durability properties was proposed and compared with FeNiCo nanowires. The FeNiCo core
increased the mechanical strength of the nanowire while the Au shell enhanced the electrical
conductivity and durability of the nanowire. An iterative approach was used to estimate the
resistivity and thickness of Au shell of the FeNiCo-Au nanowires. Two groups of nanowires
were tested in this study. The first group was used for the initial study of the electrical properties
of the FeNiCo-Au nanowire while the second group designed to find the optimum Au
deposition conditions on the FeNiCo nanowires. For the first group, the results showed a
consistent and high controllability (average 84%) of the thin (~6 nm) Au layer to transfer
current through the FeNiCo-Au nanowires. For the second group, more than 50% of the current
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passing through the new FeNiCo-Au nanowires passed through their thin (~13 nm) shell. The
rough comparison of the first group and second group FeNiCo-Au nanowires showed the
increment of the Au layer on the FeNiCo nanowires by increasing their dipping time in KAuCl4
solution. The presented FeNiCo-Au core-shell nanowires with excellent controllability over
the electrical transport, mechanical strength and robustness would be a perfect alternative for
various applications of metallic nanowires as nanoelectrodes. The technique proposed to
integrate individual nanowires with external electrodes on flexible transparent polymer
microchips offers a highly efficient method for the fabrication and characterization of
transparent electronics [248, 249] and single nanowire sensors [284-288] with low cost. Also,
the iterative approach allows the resistivity and thickness measurement of ultra-thin and long
metal coatings on single nanowires with high accuracy. This is of special significance because
of the very difficult fabrication and characterization techniques for the nanowires of such
dimensions.
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Magnetic Properties Of FeNiCo-Au Nanowires.
Introduction
Magnetic nanowires attracted significant attentions in the last two decades because of
their applications in several areas including magneto-optic, microwave and data storage
devices and spin valve or magneto resistive sensors [289]. As a magneto-optic element, they
have a higher magneto-optical response comparing to the same magnetic material in bulk
because of the plasmon resonance effects in magnetic nanowires [290, 291]. In microwave
devices, the magnetic nanowires are used as microwave nonreciprocal insulators because of
their higher saturation magnetization than the typical bulk insulators [292, 293]. Magnetic
domain-wall racetrack memories based on the arranged magnetic nanowires are produced as
high performance alternative for the conventional drive storages based on magnetic disks. This
is because of the low cost of storing and high speed of reading the data in domain walls (which
are 10-100 per racetrack for a nanowire with 100 nm in diameter and several micrometers in
length) [294, 295]. As magnetoresistive or spin valve sensors (e.g. to detect biomolecules
[296]), the magnetic nanowires have higher performance and scalability thus higher sensitivity
and lower power consumption than the similar traditional micron size devices [297, 298].
Core-shell magnetic nanowires offer the combined properties of several magnetic
nanowires composed of a single material thus they have the ability of being used for various
sensors applications [299]. In ε-Fe3N-GaN core-shell nanowires, the combination of
ferromagnetic Fe3N core with the antiferromagnetic GaN shell properties results in an
improved unidirectional anisotropy [82]. Although the GaN shell protects the core, it still goes
through oxidation. Additionally, predicting the nanowire magnetic properties by applying
various magnetic field strengths is more difficult than the core-shell nanowires composed of
only one magnetic material [82]. Fe-Fe3O4 core-shell nanowire is an example that has tunable
magnetic properties due to the Fe core while the Fe3O4 shell is desirable to be used for
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biomedical purposes due to the high chemical stability and feasibility for biomedical
applications [300]. However Fe-Fe3O4 nanowires are disable to change their magnetization at
low applied magnetic fields because of their Fe core high coecivity [299]. Other alternatives
for the core material such as Ni and Co with lower coercivity values make the entire fabrication
process very complicated and expensive. Also an additional insulating SiO2 layer is required
for the fabrication of such core-shell nanowires with Ni core [299, 301]. GaAs-InAs core-shell
nanowires with epitaxially grown InAs (high electrical conductivity) shell over the GaAs core
(high electrical resistivity) show specific semiconducting properties. The current GaAs-InAs
nanowires lengths are limited to 2 µm and their shell minimum thickness is around 25 nm
because of the fabrication limitations [302]. Another example of functional core-shell
nanowires is the Fe2P-C with higher ferromagnetic-paramagnetic transition temperature than
the Fe2P nanowires. The downside of Fe2P-C nanowires to be used as sensor components is the
high electrical resistivity of their carbon shell [303]. The magnetic core-shell nanowires with a
shell composed of the oxide of the core material such as Co-CoO enable one to control their
shell thickness in the order of 4 – 30 nm although they are limited to a shell from the oxide of
the same core material with a relatively low electrical conductivity [304].
The preliminary step for the nanowires placement introduced in the chapter six to
fabricate the intermediate nanosensors for the nanochannel-nanopore device explained in the
first chapter is the magnetic alignment of the nanowires that requires the nanowires to be
magnetic. For this reason, the FeNiCo and FeNiCo-Au nanowires synthesized in the chapter 7
with high electrical and mechanical properties should also maintain their ferromagnetic
properties to be used as nanosensors. Thus, a study to investigate the magnetic properties of
FeNiCo-Au nanowires is required to predict their magnetic alignment efficiency before and
after Au shell coating. In this chapter, we studied magnetic properties of the DC
electrodeposited (second group) FeNiCo and FeNiCo-Au nanowires explained in the chapter
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7. Although the magnetic behaviors of the nanowires have been previously studied [305, 306],
a few researches were done to investigate the magnetic properties of the individual nanowires
[307, 308].

Experimental
The process steps to connect a single nanowire to the microelectrodes on PMMA
substrates are shown in the Figure 8.1. The pre-grown FeNiCo nanowires were
electrodeposited into porous alumina template followed by their dipping into KAuCl4 to
fabricate the Au shell. The microelectrode arrays were fabricated by stencil lithography using
polymer membrane. Figures 8.1(a-g) show the steps to align the nanowires on blank substrates
using electromagnetic field (a, b), contact transfer of the nanowire to a PDMS substrate (c),
selection of a single nanowire (d), fabrication of the microelectrodes (e), microscope alignment
of the nanowire and microelectrodes (f), thermal transfer of the nanowire from the PDMS
substrate to the microelectrodes on PMMA (g) and the voltammetry of the nanowire-electrodes
in the presence of an electromagnet connected to a constant voltage applying a constant
electromagnetic field to the nanoelectrode (h). Four nanowire samples from the DC
electrodeposited (second group) FeNiCo and FeNiCo-Au nanowires were selected for the
experiments. The nanoelectrode fabrication methods details were explained in the chapters 7.

Results and discussion
8.3.1. Study of the magnetic properties of the FeNiCo-Au nanowire

nanoelectrodes
The magnetic properties of the FeNiCo-Au core-shell nanowires were studied and
compared with the reference FeNiCo nanowires. These experiments were performed by
applying a constant voltage (0.5 V) to the nanowires while measuring their current variations
versus time inside a constant external applied magnetic field. Two magnetic fields strength 10
and 20 were applied to two sample nanowires of each type (FeNiCo and FeNiCo-Au) while
the magnetic field 30 Oe was applied to four sample nanowires.
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Figure 8.1. Schematics of the electromagnetic properties measurement of single nanowires

The measurements were performed on the nanowires in parallel with (to calculate the
longitudinal magnetoresistance (LMR)) and perpendicular (to calculate the transverse
magnetoresistance (TMR)) to the applied magnetic field direction (shown in the Figure 8.1(h)).
Figure 8.2 shows the results of the current measurement versus time for one sample of FeNiCo
nanowires while the nanowire was in parallel with the external magnetic field direction and
their corresponding LMR values. As shown in Figure 8.2 (a), by applying the magnetic field
(at t=0), the amount of the current passing through the nanowire gradually decreased to a
constant level (saturation point or at t=S). The amount of current decrease and the time delay
for the current to reach to the saturation point (which determines the nanowire coercivity)
increase proportional to the amount of the applied magnetic field intensity. Also, the current
increased almost to the initial value (neglecting the hysteresis effects) by the removal of the
external magnetic field. Such behavior of increasing the nanowires resistance by applying the
magnetic field is similar to the one for the previously reported nickel based magnetic nanowires
at low applied magnetic fields (<1000 Oe) [309-311]. To compare the magnetic properties of
the specimens, we calculated the magnetoresistance (MR) values from the I-t curves of each
specimen using the equation (2) [312]:
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MR% =

∆ρ
ρF − ρQ
× 100 =
× 100 = CμB × 100
ρ
ρQ

(2)

In this equation, ρ0 and ρs are the nanowires steady state equivalent electrical resistivity
(which were derived from and could be replaced by the nanowires 2-probe resistance) before
and after applying the magnetic field, respectively. Also, C is a constant, µ is the electron
mobility through the nanowires and B is the magnetic field intensity. The LMR and TMR of
the reference FeNiCo nanowire and only LMR of the FeNiCo-Au nanowires were calculated
and plotted. As an example, Figure 8.2(b) shows the corresponding LMR plot for one sample
of the FeNiCo nanowires versus the magnetic field intensity calculated from the I-t curves. The
positive MR corresponds to the current decrease in the nanowire when the magnetic field is
applied. A parabolic curve based on the equation (2) was fitted to the MR values versus the
magnetic field intensity to find the (Cµ) for all samples. The electron mobility of the nanowires
is proportional to their rotational velocity under an external applied magnetic field hence
proportional to their electromagnetic alignment efficiency. Thus, the significance of comparing
the electron mobility (µ) of the nanowires is correlated with their higher alignment efficiency
under a certain applied magnetic field.
8.3.2. LMR, TMR and electrical mobility of FeNiCo and FeNiCo-Au nanowires
Figure 8.3 shows the schematics of the LMR and TMR measurement methodology (a),
the summary of the LMR and TMR values for the FeNiCo nanowires and LMR values for
FeNiCo-Au nanowires (b) and their corresponding electron motilities Cµ (d). The magnitude
of the LMR and TMR increased for both FeNiCo and FeNiCo-Au constantly by increasing the
magnetic field intensity while their relative magnitudes remained almost constant. The LMR
values of the FeNiCo-Au nanowire were lower than the one of the pure FeNiCo nanowire
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especially at higher applied magnetic field intensities that was also true for the electrical
mobility values.

Figure 8.2. Nanowire specimen one of the (S1) (a) I-t curve for 10, 20 and 30 Oe applied magnetic
field intensities when the magnetic field was applied (0) and disconnected (S) and (b) the
corresponding LMR values for the applied magnetic fields and their parabolic fitted curve (CµB2).

This can be attributed to the fact that the electrical resistivity of the Au shell of the
FeNiCo-Au nanowires was almost unaffected by applying the magnetic field comparing to the
one for the FeNiCo core. Since more than 50% of the current for the FeNiCo-Au nanowires
passes through the Au shell (based on the electrical transport measurement data shown in the
chapter 7), the LMR and TMR for the FeNiCo-Au nanowire were lower (~20% average) than
the ones of the pure FeNiCo nanowire. Also the TMR and their corresponding electrical
mobility values were slightly higher than the LMR and their corresponding electrical mobility
values for the pure FeNiCo nanowires that is observed for the previously reported Ni based
nanowires [309-311]. The lower electron mobility of FeNiCo-Au nanowires compared to the
one for FeNiCo nanowires result in a higher required electromagnetic field strength to achieve
the same alignment accuracy for FeNiCo-Au nanowires.
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Figure 8.3. Summary of the statistics for the LMR and TMR at (a) 10 Oe (b) 20 Oe and (c) 30 Oe
applied magnetic field strengths and (d) the corresponding Cµ value of the eight nanowire specimens
of the (S1) and (S2)

Conclusion
The magnetic properties of a new magnetic FeNiCo-Au core-shell nanowire with
unique electrical, mechanical and magnetic properties were studied and compared to those from
the reference FeNiCo nanowires. The results showed that for the FeNiCo-Au nanowires the
LMR and mobility values were in average ~20% lower than the ones of the FeNiCo nanowires
while the LMR and TMR consistently increased by increasing the applied magnetic fields. The
results showed that the electromagnetic alignment of the FeNiCo-Au nanowires is less efficient
than the one of the FeNiCo nanowires because of the lower electron mobility of the FeNiCoAu nanowires that can be compensated by applying a higher magnetic field intensity during
the alignment. There is a tradeoff between the more efficient magnetic alignment of FeNiCo
nanowires and resistivity control of FeNiCo-Au nanowires. Also, the nanowires long MR
saturation times (high coercivity) are desirable for the applications requiring a nanoelectrode
resistant to an external magnetic field. The abovementioned properties make the new FeNiCoAu nanowires excellent candidates for nanoelectrodes and nanosensors applications.
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Simulation Of Nanopore Based Nanosensors For Nanoparticle
Translocation
Introduction
Numerical simulation is a useful tool to understand the electrokinetics and sensing
mechanisms in the development of nanopore/nanochannel fluidic sensors. In this study, we are
developing a new nanochannel-based sensor utilizing time-of-flight (TOF) measurements
during translocation of a nanoparticle through the nanochannel flight tube. We use the finite
element (FE) simulations to support the design and operation for this new type of biosensor.
Among the two testbed sensors that are shown in Chapter 1, the second test bed sensor which
measures TOF using the two in-plane nanopores formed in the nanochannel flight tube is a
completely new type of the sensor design. We name it as a “double nanopore-nanochannel
sensor” Therefore, our simulation work focuses on this double nanopore-nanochannel sensor.
We study the effects of the geometry of the in-plane a double nanopore-nanochannel sensor on
the translocation of the nanoparticle by a 3D FE simulation. The amplitudes of ionic currents
are compared for two shapes of the nanopores that are elliptical and triangular. In addition, the
velocity distributions of the ionic solution through the nanopores are driven in 2D and 3D.
In Section 6.2, a brief summary of the relevant literature is provided. Section 9.3.1
shows the simulation methodology that we use for the simulation work. In sections 9.4 and 9.5
we discussed about the results and conclusions.

Literature review
Driving individual molecules (nanoparticle) through the nanopore by applying a
voltage difference to the electrolytic fluid chambers on either side of the nanopore produces an
ionic current, which changes during the translocation of the nanoparticle. The current blockage
due to the nanoparticle translocation makes an observable change in the ionic current, which is
useful for the study of biomolecules. Many efforts have been made to understand the
fundamentals of the electrokinetic behavior of nanoparticle translocation using finite element
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(FE) models [126, 137, 138, 313]. The FE model simulates the fluid flow, electric potential
and ionic concentrations for the entire geometry and the vicinity of the particle and nanopore
in the steady state when the nanoparticle reaches to any position. These FE simulations focus
on the effects of two major factors in the translocation of the nanoparticle through the nanopore:
the geometry [314-316] and surface charges [139, 142, 317-319] of the nanopore and
nanoparticle.
To study the effects of the nanoparticle dimensions on the ionic current, the
translocation of a rigid nanoparticle through the nanopore with a constant charge was simulated
[314]. The ionic concentration inside the nanopore, the velocity of the nanoparticle and
longitudinal ionic current were calculated. The results of this simulation show a proportional
relationship between the current blockage magnitude and duration with the cross-sectional area
and length of the nanoparticle, respectively. The theoretical results agreed with the
experimental values. However, these results, which are based on the continuum model, have
discrepancies from the experiment when the number of ions is very low inside the nanopore.
In addition, the complex geometry of the nanopore in comparison with the continuum model
can be another source of error in the simulation results [314]. In another study, the
electrophoretic translocation of a nanoparticle through a converging-diverging nanopore was
simulated to understand the effects of the geometry of the nanopore during the translocation
[315]. The results of this work show that the local electric field is intensified inside the
nanopore with such a shape, which is in contradiction with a nanopore with a uniform cross
section. In addition, this simulation predicts that a pressure gradient is induced inside the
nanopore and the velocity of the particle increases at the throat of the new nanopore structure.
However, the disadvantage of the simulation is that the predicted behavior is not true if the
surface charge density of the nanoparticle and nanopore are the same sign and magnitude. In
this case, the pressure gradient reverses the motion of the nanoparticle [315].
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The effects of the non-uniform surface charge of the nanopore wall on the ionic current
is numerically studied for a conical shape nanopore [139-141]. The results of the simulation
show that the non-uniform surface charges influence the concentration of the ions at the tip of
the nanopore, which changes the ionic current. This becomes more important when the ionic
concentration decreases. Although this simulation was able to predict the effects of the nonuniform surface charge of the nanopore on the ionic current, it was unable to consider the
convective ionic current [139]. Another simulation studies the effect of surface charge of the
nanoparticle on its translocation through a cylindrical nanopore [142]. This simulation predicts
the effects of non-uniform surface charge of the nanoparticle on the local ionic concentration
and electric potential. The results also predict the electrophoretic motion of the nanoparticle
based on the non-uniform surface charge of the nanoparticle. Because of the electroosmotic
flow surrounding the nanoparticle with non-uniform surface charge, the motion of the
nanoparticle mostly becomes independent from the viscous force. The weakness of this
simulation is the assumption of momentum, mass and electrostatic transport as almost steady
phenomena [142].
In this study, we focused on the effects of the geometry of the nanopore on the ionic
current, velocity, ionic velocity distributions in the two and three dimensions. We narrowed
down our study to the two different geometries (triangular and elliptical) of the nanopore. This
is similar to the previous studies about the effects of dimensions of a converging-diverging
nanopore on the translocation of a nanoparticle [315]. However, the effects of the surface
charge of the nanopore and nanoparticle were not considered in our simulation. Our simulation
would be more close to the practical translocation experiments if we consider the effects of
surface charge densities similar to the simulations for a conical nanopore [139] in the future.
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Simulation methodology
9.3.1. Modeling of the sensor structure
The FE model of a double nanopore-nanochannel sensor was built in COMSOL 5.0
Multiphysics software (www.comsol.com) [320]. The cross-sectional area of the nanochannel
and two nanopores fabricated by using focused ion beam (FIB) were similar to half ellipses
[321, 322]. For simplicity, an axisymmetric model was used for the simulation instead of
building a model with half ellipse nanopores. Equivalent circles with the same areas as the half
ellipses of the nanochannel and two nanopores were used in the modelling. Table 9.1. shows
the calculated radii of the equivalent circles for the nanochannel and the top and down
nanopores in the modelling. Figure 9.1 shows the schematics of the nanopore-nanochannel
system. The distance between the two nanopores is 60 µm and the both top and down nanopores
have 30 µm distance from the inlet and outlet microchannels.
Table 9.1. Cross sectional dimensions of the nanopores and nanochannel and their equivalent circular
area
Experiment

Simulation (Axisymmetric)

πab/2
a=100nm
b=50nm
a=(27/sin(52))nm
b=48nm
Length=100nm
a=(14/sin(52))nm
b=46nm
Length=100nm

πR2
RCh=50nm

Geometry

Area
Nanochannel
Top Nanopore

Down Nanopore

Rt=28.68nm

Rb=20.21nm

9.3.2. Governing equations
The physics used in the FE model includes the fluid dynamics of water along with the
ion transfer of the KCl solution. The FE model also includes the electrostatic voltage and
current of the external electrical circuit connected to the ion transfer equation by applying the
Poisson equation. In this section, we will discuss the abovementioned physics used in the
simulation.
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Figure 9.1. Schematics of the simulated nanopore-nanochannel system
9.3.2.1.Fluid dynamics
Equation (4) shows the Navier-Stokes equations in 3D space. The Navier-Stokes
equation was used to simulate the fluid (water) flow in nanochannel with low velocities.
u∇u =

1
(−∇p + η∇ u − F(
ρ

z c )∇Φ)

(4)

In which, u, ρ, ∇, p, η, Φ and F were the velocity vector, density of the fluid (water),

gradient vector, pressure of the fluid, viscosity of the fluid, electric potential and Faraday’s
constant, respectively. In this equation, ρ × u∇u and ∇p represented the inertia term and
external pressure applied to the ionic fluid and η∇ u was the force induced by the viscosity of
the fluid. In addition, F(∑ z c )∇Φ was the electroosmotic force applied to the fluid in which
zi and ci were the charge of the species “i” (K or Cl), respectively [138].
9.3.2.2.Ion transfer
Equation (5) represented the Nernst-Plank equations used to simulate the ion transfers
in the fluid because of the applied electric field.
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J = (−D ∇c −

Fz
D c ∇Φ + c u)
R T

(5)

Where Ji and Di were the ion flux vector and diffusion coefficient of species i. RMT and

T were the molar thermal resistance and the absolute temperature of the medium (KCl
solution). The three terms on the right side of this equation represented the ionic flux caused
by the diffusion, migration and convection of the ions. In addition, J , c , Φ and u were
quantities that depend on the position of the fluid.
9.3.2.3.Constraints and constants
Equation (6) showed the last constraint, the Poisson equation.
∇ Φ=−

F
ε

zc

(6)

Where ɛ was the permittivity or dielectric constant of the KCl solution. The Poisson

equation correlates the electric potential profile to the ionic distribution. Table 9.2 showed the
values of the constants in the equations (4)-(6) used for the simulation. In which, Vinlet and
Voutlet were the applied constant voltages to the inlet and outlet of the nanochannel, respectively.
9.3.2.4.Nanoparticles
We considered the nanoparticle by the wall boundary condition which was defined
inside the nanochannel-nanopore structure. For the wall conditions, we chose no slip boundary
which means that the velocity of the solution is equal to zero on the walls. Then we changed
the location of the nanoparticle inside the nanochannel from the inlet to the outlet to simulate
the translocation. Therefore, the particle was stationary at each location during the simulation.
The shortest distance between the two locations of the particle was 0.05 µm in the proximity
of the nanopores and 2 µm in the locations far from the nanopores.
9.3.3. Meshing
9.3.3.1.Mesh parameters
Two different in-plane (the plane parallel to the nanochannel direction) shapes for the
geometry of the nanopore were modelled in the simulations. Figure 9.2 shows the sample
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meshing of the down (smaller) nanopore with the two shapes. User controlled free triangular
mesh was used for both of the simulations. An extremely fine mesh was used for the fluid
dynamics simulations in the entire domain (nanochannel and nanopores) with maximum
element size of 0.804 µm and minimum element size of 0.0024 µm and maximum element
growth rate of 1.05. For the other physics in the simulation, we used a meshing with 1.2 µm
maximum element size and 0.0024 µm, minimum element size with the 1.1 maximum element
growth rate. In addition to the above setting, we used a corner refinement mesh for the
nanopores and the particle (molecule) with the minimum angle between the boundaries of 240°
and the element size scaling factor of 10AT. Also two boundary layers with 0.804 µm thickness
and 1.2 stretching factor were used for the meshing for the boundaries of the nanochannel and
nanopores.
Table 9.2. Constants values for the double nanopore-nanochannel sensor simulation [323, 324].
Constant
T
DK
DCl
ɛwater
η
ρwater
c0
zK
zCl
F
RMT
Vinlet
Voutlet

Value
298 (K)
1.957×10-9 m^2/s
2.032×10-9 m^2/s
80
1×10-3 Pa*s
1×103 kg/m3
1 mol/L
1
-1
96485 C/mol
8.31 J/(mol*K)
1V
0V

9.3.3.2. Mesh convergence study
In order to check the properties of the mesh we used in our simulation, we performed a
mesh convergence study on the nanoparticle translocation though a conical shape nanopore
(e.g. simpler than our double nanopore-nanochannel sensor). We applied the constructive
equations (9-12) to this simulation and chose the constants and boundary conditions from the
reference [323]. Figure 9.3 shows the conical shape nanopore model we built in the software.
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We selected the mesh setting based on references [320] and a mesh convergence study
described in the next section.

Figure 9.2. Meshing for the triangular and elliptical in-plane nanopore shapes

Figure 9.3. FE model of the conical shape nanopore [323].

In order to evaluate the effects of the mesh refinement on the current signal drop results,
we performed three different simulations with separate mesh properties. Figure 9.4 shows the
three mesh settings. The meshed models a) and b) are normal and extremely fine mesh while
the meshed model c) is the extremely fine mesh with additional mesh refinements on the
corners. These three mesh settings show that the mesh refinement on the corners also decreases
the mesh sizes of the bulk solution in the simulation.
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Figure 9.4. Conical shape nanopore simulation a) normal, b) extremely fine and c) modified extremely
fine mesh

We run the three simulations with different mesh settings shown in the Figure 9.4 to
derive the longitudinal ionic current signal during the translocation of the nanoparticle. Figure
9.5 shows the calculated ionic current drops when the nanoparticle reaches the conical
nanopore. In this figure, the horizontal lines show the current base lines at which the
nanoparticle is away from the nanopore region. The figure shows that the current drop signals
has fluctuations near the inlet and outlet of the nanopore. The fluctuations for the normal mesh
are in the order of 3 nA; however, they are less than 1 nA for the extremely fine mesh and less
than 10 pA for the modified extremely fine mesh. Since the fluctuations shrink by the
refinement of the mesh, they are the results of the mesh divergence. In addition, the comparison
of the current drop derived from the modified extremely fine mesh with the one from the
reference shows the convergence of the mesh. The setting of this mesh was applied to the
double nanopore-nanochannel sensor simulation explained in the 9.3.3.1.
9.3.4. How simulation was done
Having the model, integrated physics and mesh, we can run the simulation to extract
the ionic concentration and velocity distribution inside the nanochannel-nanopore at each
position of the particle. We used a stationary study to solve the governing equations mentioned
in section 9.3.2 simultaneously because the particle is static at each point during the simulation.
By changing the particle (or the circular wall boundary condition) position, we calculated ionic
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distributions and ionic current variations when the particle travels inside the nanochannel as
well as the nanopores.

Figure 9.5. Ionic current drop signal of the three mesh settings

9.3.5. Interpretation of simulation results
The velocity profiles of the ions inside the nanochannel-nanopore structure relate to the
ionic flux and ionic current inside the structure. In another words, we can estimate the local
ionic current passing from the pore while changing the position of the particle. Also before
running the simulation, we defined the integral of the sum of the fluxes of ions over the
nanochannel outlet surface to determine the total ionic current variations. As we could predict,
the ionic current variations were negligible while the particle position was far away from the
nanopores. This ionic current is called the baseline current. However, the ionic current
variations were higher when the particle approach to the nanopore. Thus, we have to change
the particle position more slowly to record the ionic current variations in this region.

Simulation results
In this section, we derived the velocity profiles of the ions inside the KCl solution for
the entire double nanopore-nanochannel sensor while there is no particle inside the channel and
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the electric potential was applied to the inlet and outlet of the nanochannel. These profiles were
used to indicate the difference in ions velocity distribution while using the triangular or
elliptical in-plane shape for the nanopore. Then, the ionic current fluctuations versus the
position of the molecule were computed to compare the ionic current baseline and the ionic
current drops for the two shapes of the nanopores.
9.4.1. Ion velocity profiles without a nanoparticle
Figure 9.6 shows the velocity magnitude of the ions inside near the top and down
nanopores for the two simulations. The velocity profile near the small (top) triangular nanopore
has higher velocity gradients than the one for the elliptical nanopore. This is due to the sharp
corners of the triangular nanopore. This is more obvious around the smaller nanopore
geometry. The sharp corners might also increase the error in the simulation results.
Nevertheless, the magnitude of the velocity of the ions around the nanopores for the triangular
shapes is 10 orders larger than the one for the elliptical shape. This happens because the

triangular nanopore exclude a smaller amount of ions from the solution than the elliptical
nanopore.
We used a 3D axisymmetric geometry to simulate the ionic current flow in the double
nanopore-nanochannel sensor for both triangular or elliptical nanopore shapes. Figure 9.7 and
Figure 9.6 shows the 2D and 3D velocity profiles of the ionic solution inside the geometry. The
3D model shows clearly that the elliptical nanopore excludes more ionic solution from the
nanochannel than the triangular nanopore does. Thus, the overall velocity distribution of the
ionic solution inside the triangular nanopore is higher than the one inside the elliptical
nanopore. The advantage of using an axisymmetric simulation such velocity profile is the
ability to check the effects of the nanopore geometry on the velocity profiles. The drawback of
this simulation is simplifying the actual geometry of the nanopore in the experiment to an
axisymmetric model.
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Figure 9.6. Velocity profiles of the nanochannel-nanopore simulation in two dimensions

Figure 9.7. Velocity profiles of the nanochannel-nanonanopore simulation in three dimensions
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9.4.1. Ion velocity profiles for a particle translocation
Figure 9.8 shows the ionic current variations during the translocation of a particle inside
the nanochannel. The schematics (black and red) of double nanopore-nanochannel sensor
indicate the location of the particle on the ionic current fluctuations signal. Figure 9.9 shows
the ionic current drops zoomed on the top and bottom nanopores of the two simulations. The
ionic current was calculated by integrating the total ionic flux of the two species (K and Cl)
over the area of the nanochannel outlet (having zero electric potential). The schematics of the
particle with the nanopore (blue and green) in Figure 9.9 distinguish the nanopore shape of
each current drop signal. Also in both figures the ionic current from the triangular nanopore
simulation was shown by a straight line while the one from the elliptical nanopore simulation
was shown by a dotted line.

Figure 9.8. Ionic current drops during the translocation of the particle

Figure 9.8 and Figure 9.9 show that the ionic current baseline of the model with
triangular nanopores is higher than the one of the elliptical nanopore model. This is because
the elliptical nanopore in the later model excludes a larger amount of ionic solution from the
nanochannel than the triangular nanopore in the former model does. Consequently, the double
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nanopore-nanochannel sensor with the elliptical shape has a higher total resistance than the one
of the triangular shape. This also explains the higher amount of current drop at the nanopore
with elliptical shape when the particle reaches the nanopore. A lower velocity of the ionic flow
around the elliptical shape nanopore results in a higher current drop by approaching the particle
to the nanopore.

Figure 9.9. Ionic current drop at down nanopore (left) and top nanopore (right)

Conclusion
The translocation of a single particle from the double nanopore-nanochannel sensor
with nanochannel structure was numerically simulated. The results of this study about the
effects of the nanopore geometry on the current drop can be used to design the nanopores in
the experiment. However, the experimental methods (e.g. focused ion beam (FIB)) are limited
in fabricating nanopores with arbitrary shapes. In addition, further simulation studies are
required to optimize the current drop signal value due to the nanoparticle translocation through
each nanopore by changing the relative sizes of the nanopores and the geometry of the
nanochannel.
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Integrate The Nanoelectrode And Nanofluidics.
Introduction
Distinguishing various DNA molecules with different physical properties is vital for
applications such as diagnosis of the diseases [11] and prenatal tests [325]. In the first
application, the target is to differentiate the DNA molecules that are modified because of
chemical reactions caused by the disease from the normal DNA molecules. One example is the
detection of the DNA methylation that can be caused by the addition of methyl groups –CH3
to cytosine-guanine sites (CpG dinucleotides). This can happen in the forms of
hypermethylation and hypomethylation that correspond to the additional and inadequate
methylation compared to the normal DNA. Since the methylation can modify the genes
activities that can be transferred during the division of the cells, it can cause several diseases.
Biological and solid state nanopores were used to detect the methyl proteins in dsDNA and
ssDNA. The translocation of methylated DNA caused a current blockage different from the
methylated DNA, namely, for 5-methylcytosine is higher than the unmethylated DNA. This
can be contributed to the different diameter of the stretched DNA of each type that can result
in different mass of each molecule type [326]. The latter can also be used to differentiate the
methylated and unmethylated DNA molecules. Labeling methylated sites with protein [327] or
reversible Hg+ ions [328] were also reported to enhance the discrimination between the
methylated and unmethylated proteins. In the second application, the target is to differentiate
between the maternal and fetal cell free DNA molecules of a pregnant human plasma. The
significance of this study is to determine the fetal to maternal DNA fraction and reduce the
number of false negative results when this fraction is low. Both cell free molecules have less
than 200 base pairs; however, generally the fetal DNA molecules have shorter lengths than the
maternal ones. Thus, for the samples with higher fetal DNA molecules, the average length of
the molecules is lower than the samples with lower fetal DNA molecules. The variations in
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length can be used to differentiate the two types of plasma samples taking the advantage of
different translocation time through nanopore [325].
For these applications, the variations of physical properties of the DNA molecules (e.g.
length, chemistry, etc.) is the key factor to discriminate the DNA molecules of each type. High
sensitivity (single molecular) discriminating especially for the molecules with low
concentrations is very important to determine the diseases at their early stages [11]. Among the
main mechanisms to detect single molecules, electrical methods can be more easily combined
with electrical components and CMOS systems from which nanopore sensors attracted many
attentions [329]. In a nanopore sensor, passing a molecule from a pore that separates two
reservoir containing ionic solution induce a change (event) in conductance of the nanopore that
can be measured. The magnitude and duration of the event represents the properties (length,
charge and conformation) of the molecules [330]. Detection of bio molecules (DNA
nucleobases, biomarkers and protein complexes) using nanopore sensors requires the detection
of relative location of the molecules passing through the pore [331]. The challenges of
nanopore sensors to detect single molecules include fabrication limitations of the device design
[332], inability to control the molecular translocation speed [333], stochastic factors [334] and
the requirement for high number of events for the statistical analysis [335]. In terms of the
device design, the nanopore diameter has to be selected based on the dimensions of the analyte
(i.e. less than 5 nm for 2 nm diameter DNA, above 10 nm for antibodies attached to DNA and
so forth) [336]. Fabrication of such small nanopores is a very challenging task. On the other
side, the thinner pores have higher spatial resolution that is in conflict with their higher noise
level and lower translocation dwell time [332]. Assuming the translocation time for a 10 kbp
DNA (i.e. 3.4 µm long) attached to a 10 nm antibody around 1ms, therefore, the total time for
the antibody to stay inside the pore is approximately 3 µs [333]. Detecting a fast event like this
with errors in current around hundreds of picoamps is almost impossible. Using nanopore
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materials with low dielectric factors or changing the electrolyte material from KCl to LiCl are
recommended to reduce the translocation speed [337]. Characterization of single molecules
and biomarkers (e.g. antibodies) on the DNA molecules requires knowing the speed of the
translocation. However, the speed of the translocation varies due to the existence of random
oscillations [334]. For the statistical analysis, hundreds of events are required to obtain valid
information. Increasing the concentration of the solution can increase the frequency of the
events but it can result in clogging and multiple events. Using the right electrolyte solution
[337] and surface modification [335] can be used to decrease the translocation speed thus
increase the number of meaningful events.
In this chapter, we completed the integration of nanochannel-nanopores sensor with an
intermediate nanoelectrode fabricated on a plastic substrate introduced in the first chapter to
enhance the single molecular detection accuracy of the nanopore sensors by measuring the time
of flight (TOF) of the molecule between the two nanopores. The nanochannel directs the
molecule between the two nanopores while the intermediate nanoelectrode is used to measure
separately the ionic current passing from each nanopore. In terms of device design, the double
nanopore sensor with double electrical circuits increases the chance to detect the meaningful
events by correlating the signals from each nanopore separately. The lower dielectric loss factor
of the plastic materials than the silicon-based materials helps reducing the translocation speed.
In terms of the device fabrication, the transverse nanoelectrode should be in the nanochannel
fluidics while it is connected to the external power supply through microelectrodes. The micro/nanoelectrodes should be embedded inside the nanochannel substrate and cover sheet to
prevent leakage from the nanofluidic devices after bonding. Here we introduced a new
optimized fabrication condition for the embedded nanosensor and their integration with the
nanofluidic devices. The dimensions of the nanochannel and nanopores and the electrical
resistance of the nanoelectrode should be determined before and after cover bonding the
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nanofluidics. Also, the molecule translocation through each pore should be demonstrated using
the current drops from the separate electrical channels.

Experimental
10.2.1. Fabrication and preparation process of the micro-/nanoelectrodes on

double nanopores-nanochannel for electrical measurement
Figure 1 shows the schematic process steps to install the micro-/nanoelectrodes on the
micro-/nanochannel and nanopores to fabricate the sensor device with an intermediate
nanoelectrode. Two microchannel patterns with 10 µm depth similar to the ones shown in
Figure 1(a) were fabricated on silicon wafer using the conventional photolithography and wet
etching on silicon/silicon nitride wafer. The micro-/nanochannel patterns from the silicon
substrate were copied into Poly Urethane Acrylate (PUA) on Polycarbonates (PC) substrates
using Ultraviolet (UV) lithography and then copied from the PUA molds into Poly methyl
methacrylate (PMMA) substrates using Nano Imprint Lithography (NIL, Obducat). Four 1 mm
holes were drilled into the access reservoirs of the microchannels using a micro-drill
(MicroMark). Figure 1(a) and the inset show the schematics of the microchannel and
nanochannel on the PMMA substrates, respectively. In order to fabricate and align the
microelectrode pair with the nanochannel on the PMMA substrates, stencil lithography using
SU8 membranes was used. A 2 µm SU8 membrane was fabricated on a 250 nm Dextran layer
on a silicon wafer using photolithography and was transferred and aligned on the nanochannel
using a thermal release tape. Figure 1(b) shows the schematics of the membrane on the PMMA
substrate and the inset shows the tips of the microelectrode pair pattern on the stencil
membrane. A thin layer ~24 nm of Pt was deposited on the stencil membranes using sputtering
followed by lift off the stencil membranes. After fabricating the microelectrodes, optical
microscope alignment was used to place an FeNiCo nanowire with 200 nm diameter and more
than 50 µm length from a blank Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate to the microelectrodes
by thermal imprinting (35 bar, 90°C and 5 min). The details of the fabrication of the
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microelectrodes using SU8 stencil membranes, synthesis of the nanowires, the nanowires
alignment and their thermal imprinting on the microelectrodes using the optical microscope
were explained in our previous works.
Figure 1(c) shows the schematics of the assembled device with open micro/nanochannel and the inset shows the configuration of the nanowire, microelectrode,
nanochannel and nanopores on the PMMA substrate. The open micro-/nanochannel with
nanoelectrode was covered by 0.1 mm Cyclic Olefin Copolymer (COC) (TOPAS 8007) sheets
using the thermal bonding between the COC and PMMA. Figure 1(d) shows the complete
device with COC sheets covered the microchannel reservoirs while left the access points of the
microelectrodes open. Figure 1(e) shows the complete device from the back in which reservoirs
provided the electrical access to the microchannels and the nanochannel while microelectrodes
connected the nanoelectrode on the nanochannel the outside world. The micro-/nanochannel
was filled with 1M KCl solution and Ag/AgCl wires were used to connect the microchannel
reservoirs to a commercial Axon patch clamp (Molecular Devices Inc.) Separate electrical
channels were used to apply voltage between the microchannel inlet and nanoelectrode (I-V1
in figure 1(d)) and the microchannel outlet and nanoelectrode (I-V2 in figure 1(d)) while their
currents were measured independently. Thus, the electrical channels could independently drive
current (or molecule) into the first and second nanopores by applying separate voltages.
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Figure. 10.1. Fabrication and installation process for the nanoelectrode sensor on the nanochannelnanopores structure on plastic substrate: (a) imprinting the micro-/nanochannel into PMMA substrates
and insert holes into the microchannels reservoirs, (b) alignment of the microelectrode pair pattern on
the stencil mask between the two nanopores on the nanochannel, (c) sputtering, Pt, lift-off the mask
and alignment and placement of a single nanowire to the microelectrode pair, (d) covering the open
micro-/nanochannel with COC sheets using thermal bonding and (e) Insert KCl solution into the
nanochannel through the reservoirs and perform the electrical measurement using separate channels
(I-V1 and I-V2).

10.2.2. Optimization of the nanochannel-nanopores thermal pressing and bonding

conditions to embed the micro-/nanoelectrodes in the substrate and cover sheet
The microelectrode and nanowire shown in the inset of Figure 1(c) were partially
embedded in the PMMA substrate because of the thermal imprint using the blank PDMS
substrates used to transfer the nanowires thermally to the microelectrodes. The partially
embedded nanoelectrode prevents the complete bonding between the PMMA substrate and
COC cover sheet especially close to the microelectrode pair and nanowire. This causes leakage
of the KCl solution from the nanochannel after the complete assembly of the device. In order
to prevent this issue, we studied the maximum possible temperature and pressure that can be
used to bond the micro/-nanochannel PMMA substrate to the COC cover sheet without
blocking the nanochannel. Thus, we used these maximum bonding conditions in the same
bonding time (15 min for all samples) to push the microelectrode and nanowire into the COC
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cover sheet as well as the PMMA substrate and prevent leakage. Since the majority of the
nanochannel (~80%) was not surrounded by the microelectrodes and for simplicity, we used
the pure micro-/nanochannel without the electrodes for this study. For each applied bonding
temperature and pressure, four samples were prepared and the electrical resistance of the
nanochannel from each sample was measured. Since the diameter of the nanochannel and
nanopores were reduced because of the applied pressures and temperatures at each step, the
diameter of the nanochannel and nanopores were calculated using the electrical measurements.
Figure 10. 2 shows the results of electrical resistance of the nanochannel-nanopores (a),
equivalent total resistance schematics of the nanochannel and nanopores (b) and the subsequent
nanochannel and nanopores diameter calculated from their equivalent total resistance (c).
Figure 10. 2(a) shows the measured resistance of the nanochannel-nanopores versus the applied
substrate preparation and bonding condition. The first condition was used as a reference with
the minimum applied bonding temperature and pressure (5 bar and 70°C for 15 min) and
without thermal imprinting of the PMMA substrate using blank PDMS substrates. The thermal
pressing by flat PDMS (TPFP) was added before the bonding process for the other conditions
to better simulate the nanochannel size alteration after the placing the nanoelectrode on the
nanochannel substrate. The applied pressures varied from 5 bar to 20 bar by keeping the
temperature constant at 70°C. Applying a pressure below 5 bar was not possible using the NIL
while the PMMA substrates and COC cover sheets could not bond to each other below 70°C
applied bonding temperature. Above 70°C, we applied 80°C bonding temperature and 5 bar
bonding pressure which caused blocking of the all of the nanochannels since 80°C is the glass
transition temperature of the COC cover sheets. Above 20 bar, we applied 30 bar pressure and
70°C for bonding which caused partially detachment of the COC cover sheets from the PMMA
substrates especially around the microchannels and their reservoirs. Applying 40 bar pressure
and 70°C for bonding caused the detachment of the COC cover sheet in the majority of the
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substrate surface which prevented us from the electrical measurements. The detachment of the
cover sheet at higher pressures was due to the insertion of the COC cover sheet into the
reservoirs holes and micro-/nanochannels that caused the detachment of the bonding in their
surrounding area. Overall the increment of the electrical resistance of the nanochannelnanopores by increasing the bonding pressure up to 20 bar denoted the decrease of the
nanochannel and nanopores dimensions.
In order to calculate the diameter of the nanochannel and nanopores at each step, the
diameter of the two nanopores were assumed to be the same at each bonding condition. Also,
the diameter reduction of the nanochannel and nanopores was assumed to be the same at each
bonding condition. Therefore, for the first condition (5 bar, 70°C), the diameter of the
nanochannel was measured from the scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the nanochannel
and the diameter of the nanopores was calculated from the electrical measurement from the
nanochannel-nanopores. For these calculations, the nanochannel and nanopores were assumed
as parallel resistors shown in the Figure 10.2 (b) in schematics, for which the resistivity formula
could be written similar to the Equation (1):

R =

U
=
I

4 × ρ1
R =
πd

R

V&I L

(1)

In which, RT is the total resistance of the nanochannel-nanopores and Ri is the resistance
of either nanochannel or nanopore. Also, ρ1M KCl, V and I are the resistivity of 1M KCl solution,
applied voltage and measured current from the nanochannel-nanopores, respectively. Also I =
NC (Nanochannel), NP (Nanopore), L is length and d is diameter of the nanochannel or
nanopore. For all other (than first) conditions, the diameter of the nanochannel and nanopores
were calculated by calculating their diameter reduction using the electrical measurements and
deducting from the initial values of their diameters. Figure 10.2 (c) shows the calculated
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diameters from the electrical measurements at each applied bonding condition. The results
show that the maximum diameter reductions both for the nanochannel (8.8%) and the
nanopores (85.0%) happened at the step with thermal pressing with flat PDMS (TPFP) and the
bonding pressure at 5 bar. While the diameter of the nanopores were reduced by 63.9% and
5.4% by increasing the bonding pressure to 10 bar and 20 bar, respectively, the diameter of the
nanochannel was reduced less than 1% by increasing the bonding pressure. This is expected
since the diameter of the nanopores were significantly smaller than the nanochannel therefore
the electrical resistance of the device was mainly controlled by the dimensions of the
nanopores. Since by applying the maximum pressure of 20 bar the nanochannels were still
conductive, we used this pressure for the bonding process of the final device.

Figure. 10.2. Summary of the measured nanochannel and nanopore (a) measured electrical resistance
by inserting 1M KCl solution, (b) equivalent resistance serial circuit of the nanochannel and nanopore
and (c) diameters of the nanochannel and nanopores at each bonding condition. The green and yellow
bars show the calculated diameter of the nanochannel and nanopores, respectively.
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Results and discussion
10.3.1. Optical and fluorescent micrographs of the micro-/nanoelectrodes on the

nanochannel-nanopores
Figure 10.3 shows the optical micrographs of the open ((a), (b)) and bonded ((c), (d))
micro-/nanochannel for two samples for which the first sample only had the microelectrode
pair ((a), (c)) and the second sample had microelectrode pair together with the nanowire (b),
(d). The bonding condition used for the first sample was (5 bar and 70°C) without TPFP while
the bonding condition used for the second sample was (20 bar and 70°C) with TPFP. In
comparison with the open nanochannel that has been imprinted thermally by a flat PDMS
substrate (Figure 10.3 (b)), the nanochannel without thermal imprinting (Figure 10.3 (a)) had
a higher contrast which could be due to the diameter reduction of the nanochannel after the
thermal imprinting. Figure 10.3 (c) shows that for the first bonding condition (Figure 10.2 (a,
c)) or (5 bar and 70°C) without TPFP the cover sheet had significant detachment close to the
microelectrode pair as well as in the gap between the electrode pair. Conversely, Figure 10.3
(d) shows that the bonding condition (Figure 10.2 (a, c)) or (20 bar and 70°C) with TPFP
resulted in a good bonding of the cover sheet to the nanochannel substrate including the areas
around the microelectrode pair and the nanowire.
In order to better study the bonding and leakage from the nanochannel after the bonding
of the cover sheet using the last bonding condition shown in Figure 10.2 (a, c) (20 bar and
70°C) with thermal imprinting of the nanochannel using flat PDMS substrates, we inserted
fluorescent dye into the nanochannel. Figure 10.4 (a-c) show the results of this study for the
nanochannel inlet and outlet ((a), (c)) and the middle of the nanochannel (b) between the
microelectrode below the nanowire (shown by the red arrow). Overall, no leakage was
observed from the nanochannel by observing the fluorescent micrographs.
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Figure. 10.3. Optical micrographs of the micro-/nanoelectrodes on (a) open and (b) covered
nanochannel-nanopores. (a, c) show the results of the first sample only with microelectrode pair
before and after bonding of the cover sheet, respectively and (b, d) show the results of the second
sample with microelectrode pair and nanowire before and after bonding of the cover sheet,
respectively.

Figure. 10.4. Fluorescent micrographs of the complete device with microelectrode and nanowire after
filling the fluorescent dye showing the (a, c) nanochannel inlet and outlet and (b) the nanochannel
between the microelectrode pair. The red arrow indicates the location of the nanowire in the
fluorescent image.

10.3.2. Comparison of nanochannel-nanopores resistance before and after placing

the micro-/nanoelectrodes
Table 10.1 shows the measured nanochannel-nanopores electrical resistance of the pure
samples without micro-/nanoelectrode and with micro-/nanoelectrode versus the first and last
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bonding conditions shown in the Figure 10.2 (c). Similar to the samples without
nanoelectrodes, four samples with micro-/nanoelectrodes were used for these measurements.
The success rate of the nanowires transfers to these samples were 100 ± 1%. The nanochannelnanopores samples in the presence of the microelectrodes at 5 bar bonding pressure without
thermal imprinting showed a significantly lower electrical resistance than pure nanochannelnanopores samples due to the detachment of the COC cover sheet from the nanochannel
PMMA substrate shown in Figure 10.3 (c). In contrast, the nanochannel-nanopores samples in
the presence of the microelectrode pair and nanowire represented a higher electrical resistance
because of the partially blockage of the nanochannel during the thermal transfer of the
nanowire.
Table. 10.1. Summary of the nanochannel-nanopores measured electrical resistance values for the
blank samples and for the samples with micro-/nanoelectrodes bonded with the first and last
conditions shown in the Figure 10.2 (a, c).
TI = Thermal Imprinting
Integration conditions

Without electrodes

With electrodes

No TI, P=5 bar

0.40 [±0.07]

0.05 [±0.02]

TI, P=30 bar

2.32 [±0.98]

2.92 [±0.56]

P = Bonding pressure

Nanochannel-nanopores
resistance R (mV/pA)

10.3.3. Micro-/Nanoelectrodes resistance, nanowire resistivity and nanowire-

nanochannel interface contact resistance
Figure 10.5 (a-c) show the schematics of the nanoelectrode chip assembled with the
nanofluidics before and after bonding the cover sheet and their corresponding electrical
measurement results. The 2-probe resistance of the microelectrodes and nanowire was
measured using a DY2300 series potentiostat by measuring the current from the contact pads
of the microelectrode pair before and after placing the cover sheet shown in the Figure 10.6 (a,
b), respectively. Four samples were used for each measurement. Using the resistance values
before placing the cover sheet and the calculated resistance of the microelectrodes from
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previous studies on the microelectrodes properties, we calculated the 2-probe resistance of the
nanowires. Figure 10.5 (c) shows the results of the microelectrodes and nanowire 2-probe
resistance values before and after bonding the chips in red and the nanowires 2-probe resistance
values in blue. Since the microelectrode pair is very thin (24 nm) and narrow (10 µm), the
resistance of the microelectrode pair was two orders of magnitude higher than the nanowire.
Also, the bonding introduced defects in the microelectrodes which increased the resistance of
the microelectrodes.

Figure. 10.5. The schematics of the micro-/nanoelectrode integrated with the nanofluidics (a) before
bonding and (b) after the chip and (c) the summary of the microelectrode pair + nanowire measured
electrical resistance values before and after bonding (green bars) and the calculated nanowire
resistance (the blue bar).

Since we excluded the resistance values of the microelectrodes by assuming that their
dimensions were constant while the thickness of the sputtered Pt varied for different samples,
these caused errors in the calculation of the nanowires 2-probe resistance values. Using the
derived microelectrode and nanowires resistances and the currents measured through the
microelectrode, nanowire and nanochannel, the contact resistance between the nanoelectrodes
and nanochannel interface was calculated 5.67±0.896GΩ. This value was orders of magnitudes
higher that the resistance values of the nanowires and microelectrodes which was attributed to
the small contact area between nanowire and nanochannel.
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λ-DNA translocation results from individual pores
In order to demonstrate the functionality of the device in detection of translocation
events from each nanopore separately using the transverse nanoelectrode, we used λ-DNA
translocation through the nanochannel and nanopore and measured the current drops from each
nanopore using the transverse nanoelectrode. Figure 5(b) shows the assembled device in the
presence of the KCl solution inside the reservoirs and the micro-/nanochannels. Two pieces of
copper tape were attached to the access points of the microelectrodes shown in the figure 1(d)
and figure 1(e) to provide access to the microelectrodes from the backside of the device. Since
each microchannel was connected to two reservoirs, each could be used to connect the device
to the patch clamp for the subsequent electrical measurement.

Figure. 10.6. The assembled chip (a) schematics and (b) actual filled with 1M KCl solution. The
circuits V1 and I-V1 in the (a) represent the constant voltage applied by the power supply and
constant voltage while measuring current using the patch clamp, respectively.

The negatively charged λ-DNA molecules were added to the 1M KCl solution and
inserted from the 0 V side of the nanochannel. The applied current V1 was kept constant
between the nanochannel inlet and outlet using a commercial power supply while the current
was recorded using a commercial patch clamp between the nanoelectrode and nanochannel
inlet and outlet at different times (not simultaneously). Using a single channel patch clamp and
a power supply, the translocation of λ-DNA was measured from each pore (not simultaneously)
to test the functionality of the device and the two separate channels. Figure 10.7 shows the
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single events from translocation of the molecule from each pore showing the functionality of
the two electrical channels connected to the pores to detect the translocation events.

Figure. 10.7. Current drops from the first and second nanopores.

Conclusion
A new high throughput technique was introduced to integrate a high precision
nanochannel double nanopore sensor device on plastic substrates with an intermediate
nanoelectrode for the characterization of biomolecules. The device enabled the user to drive
the molecules inside the nanochannel-nanopores and measure the ionic current drops
independently while the molecule passed through the first nanopore or the second nanopore
and measure the time of flight of the molecule between the two nanopores. This eliminates the
errors in measuring the time of flight of the molecules because of the overlap issues of the
current drop signals. The introduced technique caused reducing the nanopore and nanochannel
diameter by ~80% and ~9%, respectively, that could be used as an advantage of the method to
detect smaller molecules. The optical, electrical and fluorescent tests were implemented on the
device to test the device assembly, conductivity and leakage. The device also enabled the user
to measure the resistance and resistivity of the nanoelectrode as well as the contact resistance
between the solid electrode and fluid medium. The functionality of the nanoelectrode was
demonstrated by detecting the translocation of the λ-DNA molecules using the nanoelectrode
separately from each nanopore. To our knowledge, this is the very first device on plastic
substrates able to conduct molecules into a single nanochannel with two nanopores connected
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to two independent electrical channels and can revolute the biosensing and micro/nanoelectronics industry.
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Future Work
Nanogap insert into nanoelectrodes
In principal, one can insert a nanogap into the nanowire at the intersection between the
nanowire and nanochannel before or after placing the nanowire on the nanochannel. By doing
this and using the proper diameter of the nanowire in comparison with the nanochannel a
nanowire based nanopore can be developed which enables the users to control the nanopore
dimension by changing the nanogap size. Similar to the device developed here, two
independent electric channels are used to detect the translocation of the molecules passing the
first and second nanowire based nanopore.

Figure 11.1. Schematics of the double nanowire based nanopore sensor with transverse electrode.

Figure 10.1 shows the schematics of the “double nanowire based nanopore sensor”. The
fabrication process of this device is very similar to the on introduced in the chapter 9 except
for placing two nanowires on a nanochannel without nanopores. The main challenge to
fabricate this device comparing to the one developed here is inserting the nanogap into the
nanowire. From the methods introduced in the chapter 2, using chemical etching of the multisegment nanowire at the location of the nanochannel is the most applicable technique for the
fabrication of this device.
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Using multichannel patch clamps
Nanoelectrode based sensors including nanochannel-nanopores with transverse
nanoelectrode and nanowire based nanopores provide the ability to drive the molecule to the
nanopores while measuring the translocation events from multiple electrical circuits. Thus,
high precision patch clamps with multiple electrical channel are required to independently
connect to the electrical circuits of the nanoelectrode based nanopores. The challenge of using
such patch clamps is the synchronization between two or more channels in real time while
measuring the events from different nanopores. This is the necessary task to correlate the
translocation events recorded from different channels at the same time.
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